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Introduction
Bernard J. Reid was born April 24, 1823 in Youngstown, Pennsylvania. He was the son of Meredith Reid and Eleanor Hanlon, Irish immigrants to this country. At the age of seventeen, B.J. Reid became the teacher of the district school at Pleasant Unity, Pennsylvania. When he was nineteen, he moved to Clarion, Pennsylvania where he taught school and did surveying. The following year, he and his brother founded and published The Iron County Democrat, which later became The Clarion Democrat.

In July, 1846, Reid traveled to St. Louis where he became Examiner of Surveys in the office of the U.S. Surveyor General. In 1849, Reid participated in the great migration to gold rush California. Upon his arrival in California, after a difficult overland journey with the Pioneer Line, Reid worked as a miner near Weber's Creek. Leaving the mines, he went to San Francisco where he worked as a surveyor and typesetter. In San Francisco, in late 1850, Reid met Mr. Hawxhurst "My old friend and partner" who had just purchased property in Santa Clara Valley and who offered to take Reid in as a "partner in farming and trading" (letter of Reid to Hermana Mia- his sister Mary- 3/12/51).

In 1851, Reid came to the newly established Santa Clara College where he became one of the school's first lay professors. He worked closely with Fr. Nobili and other faculty to help get the school established. He taught English and mathematics there until 1852.

In 1852, Reid returned to Clarion by way of the Isthmus of Panama. In Clarion, he completed his legal studies and was admitted to the bar on December 3, 1853.

In 1854, Reid married Letitia Farran, daughter of John and Letitia Farran. Together, they had nine children and enjoyed fifty-eight years of married life.

Their children included Anna Josephine, who married and died as a result of complications in the birth of her first child; Ambrose, whose life is detailed below; Mary Agnes who became a nun at St. Joseph's convent of Mercy taking the name Sr. Mary Agnes; Charles Vincent who became a businessman; John James who died at the age of two; George M. Joseph who joined the priesthood; Letitia Eleanor who became a nun at St. Mary's Convent taking the name of Sr. Mary Alphonso; Norbert Stanislaus who also became a businessman; and Genevieve Elizabeth who died at age twenty-six from a heart ailment.

During the Civil War, Reid served as Captain of Company F, 63rd Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers. Following the war, he resumed an active legal practice in Clarion.

Reid died on November 15, 1904 in Pittsburgh as a result of an attack of pneumonia.

The Bernard J. Reid Collection also contains the papers of Ambrose Reid, B.J. Reid's oldest son. Ambrose Reid was born on February 3, 1857 in Clarion. He graduated from the University of Notre Dame and then began to study law under his father in 1875. In 1878, Ambrose was admitted to the bar and became a member of his father's firm.

In 1890, Ambrose moved to Pittsburgh where he became a legal partner with A.V.D. Watterson. In 1911, he ran for and won the office of judge of the court of common pleas of Allegheny County. He served in this office for the remainder of his life.

In 1896, Ambrose married Lucille Hopkins, daughter of Dr. Abram and Katherine Hopkins. With Lucy, he raised two sons, Meredith and Albert.

In December 1933, Ambrose had the honor of becoming the fifth president judge of Allegheny County.

Like his father, Ambrose took an active interest in the community and was a member of several religious and civic groups. Ambrose died in 1941 as a result of a long term illness.

The Bernard J. Reid Collection is the result of the gift of Alfred D. Reid, great-grandson of Bernard J. Reid, to the University of Santa Clara Archives over the period 1978-1980. (SCU Accession #78-01)

The Bernard J. Reid Collection is numbered as follows:

- Body of the collection- PP-Reid
- Oversized Materials- PP-Reid/Ricard; Map Drawers
- Photographs- 24,969 and following
- Full-size Newspapers- Map Drawer

Deborah Ann Whipple
Gigia Louise Bjorn
28 May 1981

Additional B.J. Reid materials were presented to the SCU Archives in 1983 (SCU Accession # 983-078). These include the original 1849 Diary, Reid's lecture on California, Joseph Ware's Map of the Route to California, and the Pioneer Line Passenger List. See addenda to the Collection, p. 65-67.

Julia O'Keefe, University Archivist
June 1985
Biographical Materials

Biographical sketches of Bernard Reid:
- Short biography prepared for the Pony Express Courier of Placerville, CA
  Physical Description: (3pp.)
- Biography from the Pittsburgh Times, December 10, 1903
  Physical Description: (3pp.)
- Short biography from Beer's Biographical Record of Central Pennsylvania
  Physical Description: (4 pp.)
  Physical Description: (6 pp.)

Obituaries for Bernard Reid:
- Eulogy by James Bolye to Third Army Corps Union
  Typed copy of obituary appearing in Pittsburgh
  Physical Description: (4 pp.)
- Typed copy of obituary appearing in the Pittsburgh Press, 1904
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)
- Minute adopted by the Clarion Bar Association in memory of Bernard Reid
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)
- Obituary in the Pittsburgh Legal Journal, December 21, 1904
  In Memorium, a memorial for Bernard Reid
  Physical Description: (4 pp.)
- List of pall bearers at funeral of Bernard Reid
- Thirteen newspaper clippings of obituaries

Genealogical material of the Reid family:
- Typed copy of the family tree
- Genealogy of Meredith Reid family
- Family register of marriages
- History of Fr. Koch
- List of marriages, births, and deaths in Reid family
- Obituaries for different members of the family
  Physical Description: (51)
- Typed obituary for James Reid

Reid family wills:
- Details of Rev. James Reid's will
- Meredith Reid's will, filed August 12, 1844
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)
- Statement of the personal estate of Rev. James Reid
  Katherine A. Reid's will, July 18, 1889
Ellen Findley's will, November 29, 1891
Catherine Reid's will
   Physical Description: (6 pp.)

List of real estate of Letitia Reid, February 18, 1911
   Physical Description: (7 pp.)

Estate of Letitia Reid, March 23, 1911
   Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Farran family material and obituaries:
   Statement of indenture for Robert and Letitia Fulton, August 18, 1827
   Newsclippings re Farran family
   Physical Description: (19)

Golden Jubilee of John C. Farran:
   Golden Jubilee medal
   Menu for Golden Jubilee dinner, September 22, 1904
   Newspaper clipping re John Farran
   Physical Description: (3)

Correspondence - Bernard J. Reid

Correspondence-1840
   April 10, 1840, Meredith Reid to Bernard Reid
   June 15, 1840, Meredith Reid to Bernard Reid
   October 3, 1840, Bernard Reid to Meredith Reid

Correspondence-1841
   March 26, 1841, James Reid to Bernard Reid
   May 5, 1841, Meredith Reid to Bernard Reid
   November 24, 1841, Invitation to anniversary of the Henry Baldwin Literary Institute
   May 15, 1841, Bernard Reid to Rev. E.F. Garland

Correspondence-1842
   January 7, 1842, William Frew to Bernard Reid
   May 22, 1842, Meredith Reid to Bernard Reid
   August 15, 1842, letter of introduction for Bernard Reid
   October 22, 1842, J.K. Moorhead to Bernard Reid & Duff

Correspondence-1843
   January 3, Meredith Reid to children
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)

   April 3, [Alfred] to Bernard Reid & Duff
   April 28, James Reid to brothers and sisters

Correspondence-1844
   March 15, Meredith Reid to children
   August 21, James Reid to Bernard Reid
   November 11, Wilson McCandless to Bernard Reid

Correspondence-1846
   October 8, James Reid to Bernard Reid
   October 22, James Reid to Bernard Reid
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)

   December 14, Lucius Lyons to Bernard Reid
   December 8, C.A. Bradford to Bernard Reid
December 10, George Jones to Bernard Reid

January 27, Bernard Reid to Rev. Joseph Deane

**Correspondence-1847**

January 29, Recommendation of Bernard Reid as teacher of mnemonics

April 28, Rev. James Reid to Bernard Reid

May 29, F.R. Conway to Bernard Reid

November 27, Bernard Reid to J. Sutton

Folder 13

**Folder Folder 14**

**Correspondence-1848 & 1849**

December 15, 1848, Socrates Newman, Jr. to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

April 10, 1849, P.A. La Due to J.D.B. Stillman

Physical Description: (1 pg.)

April 28, 1849, Samuel Merry to Col. Mason

Physical Description: (1 pg.)

June 17, 1849, James Reid to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

June 28, 1849, S.P. Lalumiere to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

November 27, 1849, Bernard Reid to James Reid

Physical Description: (8 pp.)

Folder 14

**Folder Folder 15**

**Correspondence-1850**

March, Ellen Findley to Bernard Reid

April 1, 1850, Samuel Merry to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

May 27, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

July 10, Walter Hawxhurst to [Bernard Reid]

August 13, Peter Burnett to Bernard Reid

[1850], Bernard Reid to sister

May 30, Bernard Reid to [James] Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

August 23, Bernard Reid to [Kate] Reid

November 11, Bernard Reid to [James] Reid

[1850], Bernard Reid to [?], part of letter

November 15, "Dear Brother" (James) published letter “butchered” by editor say B.J.R. in return trip from San Francisco to New York, 3/12/51 letter

Folder 15

**Folder Folder 16**

**Correspondence-1851**

February 22, John Reid to Bernard Reid

August 13, O.M. Brown to Bernard Reid

September 18, Walter Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid

October 9, Walter Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid

October 29, Walter Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid

November 18, Walter Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid

October, John Reid to Bernard Reid

January 28, Bernard Reid to Mary and Kate Reid

Folder 16

**Folder Folder 17**

**Correspondence-1852**

March 12, Bernard Reid to "Hermana Mia" [sister Mary]
January 23, W.J. Graves to Bernard Reid
February 7, A. Langlois to Bernard Reid
March 6, A. Langlois to Bernard Reid
April 19, 1853, J.B. Hughes to Bernard Reid
June 9, John Reid to Bernard Reid
July 16, John Brewster to Bernard Reid
August 22, William Bulkley to Bernard Reid
August 25, Jane Hawkhurst (daughter) to Bernard Reid
March 12, Bernard Reid to Kate Reid
May 15, Bernard Reid to Mary Reid
July 14, Bernard Reid to Kate Reid

Folder Folder 18

Correspondence-1853

[1853], [?] to Bernard Reid
January 9, A. Langlois to Bernard Reid
April 27, Walter Hawkhurst to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 25, Walter Hawkhurst to Bernard Reid
August 26, S.P. LaLumiere, S.J. to Bernard Reid
December 6, Gen. F.R. Conway to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 22, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
[September], Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
September 24, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
November 13, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Folder Folder 19

Correspondence- January-August, 1854, incoming

[1854], Ellen Findley to Bernard Reid
January 4, Rev. James Reid to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 16, Walter Hawkhurst to Bernard Reid
March 18, James Reid to Bernard Reid
April 4, Ellen Findley to Bernard Reid
April 9, A. Langlois to Bernard Reid
May 17, John Farran to Bernard Reid
June 1, Walter Hawkhurst to Bernard Reid
August 5, John Reid to Bernard Reid
August 24, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
August 29, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
August 31, Rev. James Reid to Bernard Reid
August 17, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 20

Correspondence- September- December, 1854

September 7, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
September 11, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
September 15, Walter Hawkhurst to Bernard Reid
September 26, Mary Reid to Bernard Reid
December 3, Kate Reid To Bernard Reid
January 1, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
January 9, Bernard Reid to James Reid
January 16, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
February 11, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
February 15, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
February 20, Bernard Reid To Letitia Farran
August 20, Bernard Reid to Letitia Farran
Folder Folder 21

Correspondence - 1855

- November 1, Bernard Reid to James Reid
- January 15, Walter Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
- September 9, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
- December 11, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
- July 1, Bernard Reid to James Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 22

Correspondence - January-May, 1856, incoming

- January 2, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
- January 6, James Reid to Bernard Reid
- January 30, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
- February 3, Samuel Merry to Bernard Reid
- February 23, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
- March 3, Mary Reid to Bernard Reid
- March 12, William Bulkley to Bernard Reid
- April 1, William Bulkley to Bernard Reid
- May 4, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 23

Correspondence - June-December, 1856, incoming

- June 3, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
- June 27, William Bulkley to Bernard Reid
- June 30, James Reid to Bernard Reid
- September 15, Ellen Findley to Bernard Reid
- September 16, Mary Reid to Bernard Reid
- September 25, Rev. James Reid to James Reid
- October 26, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
- November, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
- December 8, James Reid to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 23

Outgoing:

- April 12, Bernard Reid to James Reid

Folder Folder 24

Correspondence - 1859, incoming

- May 4, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
- May 22, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 24

Outgoing:

- Palm Sunday, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 25

Correspondence - January-August 1860, incoming

- February 17, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
- March 29, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
- April 16, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
- May 21, a suitor to Mary Reid
- June 5, a suitor to Mary Reid
- June 18, James Reid to Bernard Reid
- July 14, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
- August 24, Kate Farran to Letitia Reid
- August 24, Bishop J. Young to Letitia Reid
- August 24, John Farran to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 26

Correspondence - September-December 1860, incoming
Correspondence - Bernard J. Reid

Inventory of Bernard J. Reid Collection

Folder Folder 27
Correspondence- January-April 1861, incoming
January 7, E.N. Dear to Bernard Reid
January 15, [M. Walkey] to Bernard Reid
January 16, William Wilkinson to Bernard Reid
February 17, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
March 3, Charles Logue to Emma Atkins
March 4, James Reid to Bernard Reid
March 24, Sarah McCarly to Bernard Reid
April 6, J.C. Ser to Bernard Reid
April 16, N. Lamb to Bernard Reid
April 18, James Reid to Bernard Reid w/ enclosure

Folder Folder 28
Correspondence- May- August 1861, incoming
May 10, James Reid to Bernard Reid
June 9, R. Roberts to Bernard Reid
July 22, Bishop Young to Bernard Reid
July 30, O.H. Rippey to Bernard Reid
July 31, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
August 2, Alex Hays to Bernard Reid
August 8, George Corts to Bernard Reid
August 17, J.H. Hays to Bernard Reid
August 19, Robert Thorne to Bernard Reid
August 20, Robert Thorne to Bernard Reid
August 27, George Corts to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 29
Correspondence- September- October 1861
September 1, George Corts to Bernard Reid
September 8, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
September 9, Lawrence Egan to Bernard Reid
September 11, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
September 13, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
September 13, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
September 14, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
September 16, M.M. Gullich to Bernard Reid
September 25, Lawrence Egan to Letitia Reid
October 3, Lawrence Egan to Letitia Reid
October 16, Lawrence Egan to Letitia Reid
October 25, Jonathan McCurdy to Bernard Reid
October 28, Alexander Hays to Bernard Reid
October 30, Worthington to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 30
Correspondence- November- December 1861, incoming
November 2, Alex Hays to Bernard Reid
November 11, Lawrence Egan to Alex Hays w/ enclosure
November 14, James Reid to Bernard Reid
December 3, Worthington to Bernard Reid
December 7, James Reid to Bernard Reid
December 21, Eli Slifer to Bernard Reid
December 22, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 31
Correspondence- September - October 1861, outgoing
September 22, Bernard Reid To Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)
September 29, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid w/ enclosure
October 6, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
October 16, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)
October 20, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
October 30, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Folder Folder 32
Correspondence- November- December 1861, outgoing
November 4, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)
November 12, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
November 24, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)
December 1, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
December 8, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
December 15, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)
December 22, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
December 25, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)
December 29, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Folder Folder 33
Correspondence- January- February 12, 1862, incoming
January 20, C.H. Potter to Bernard Reid
January 24, T.L. Case to Bernard Reid
January 24, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
January 28, R.H. Miller to Bernard Reid
January 31, (?) to Bernard Reid
February 3, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
February 4, A.P. Refner to Bernard Reid
February 5, T.L. Case to Bernard Reid
February 6, T.L. Case to Bernard Reid
February 12, Isaac Moorhead to Bernard Reid
February 12, James Hines to Bernard Reid
February 12, William McCleary to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 34
Correspondence- February 13- March 1862, incoming
February 13, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
February 16, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
February 20, Andrew McDonald to John Reid
February 22, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
February 24, William Kerr to Bernard Reid
February 24, C.C. Zink to Bernard Reid
February 25, Andrew McDonald to Bernard Reid
February 26, R.J. Dodge to Bernard Reid
February 26, R. Howard Miller to Bernard Reid
February 28, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
March 5, R.J. Dodge to Bernard Reid
March 10, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
March 17, William Hetzer to Bernard Reid
March 28, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 35
Correspondence- April- June 1862, incoming
April 15, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
April 20, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
April 22, John Reid to Bernard Reid
April 25, Ellen Findley to Bernard Reid
April 27, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
May 2, M. Eddy to Bernard Reid
May 12, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
May 13, Ellen Findley to Bernard Reid
June, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
June 9, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
June 12, J.G. McGonagle to Bernard Reid
June 13, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 36
Correspondence - July- November 1862, incoming
July 4, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
July 11, H.G. Berry to Alexander Hays
August 1, Letitia Reid to Bernard Reid
August 4, C.W. Taylor to Bernard Reid
September 13, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
September 20, Rudolf Rudofson to Bernard Reid
October 11, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
October 15, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
October 17, V. Williams to Bernard Reid
October 26, Alexander Hays to Bernard Reid
November 1, J.B. Kidder to Bernard Reid
November 10, Michael Kemp to Bernard Reid
November 25, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
November 27, C.A. Craig to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 37
Correspondence - January- March 1862, outgoing
January 1, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
January 5, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
January 10, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
January 14, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
January 15, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
January 20, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
January 20, Bernard Reid to [James] Reid
March 18, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
March 20, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
March 25, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Folder Folder 38
Correspondence - April- May 1862, outgoing
April 1, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
April 4, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (12 pp.)

April 13, Bernard Reid to James Reid
April 13, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April 20, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April 25, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

May 12, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
May 16, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
May 22, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
May 3, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)
Correspondence- June- August 1862, outgoing

June 1, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 2, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
June 4, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
June 6, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
June 8, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
June 15, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
June 16, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
June 20, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
June 26, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 1, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 6, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (only pg. 2)

July 13, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 17, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 22, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 29, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
August 2, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Box Box 1B,
Folder Folder 40

Correspondence- January- May 1863, incoming

January 8, Philip Griffin to Bernard Reid
January 15, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
January 30, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
February 6, Philip Griffin to Bernard Reid
February 26, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
March 4, George Corts to Bernard Reid
April 4, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
April 12, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
May 13, Andrew Andolshek to Bishop [?]
May 29, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 41

Correspondence- June- September 1863, incoming

June 18, George Fox to Bernard Reid
July 6, Charlotte Thorne to Bernard Reid
July 7, Joseph Patrick to Bernard Reid
July 7, James Campbell to Bernard Reid
July 8, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
July 16, Joseph Patrick to Bernard Reid
August 7, Jas. Porter to Col. Britler
September 22, James Camman to Bernard Reid
September 23, James Waley to Bernard Reid
September 29, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 42

Correspondence- October- December 1863, incoming

October 5, George Fox to Bernard Reid
October 8, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid
October 25, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 29, George Fox to Bernard Reid
November 4, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid
November 13, Cross to Bernard Reid
December 7, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
December 17, George Fox to Bernard Reid
December 31, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 43

Correspondence-1863, outgoing
Correspondence - Bernard J. Reid

July 10, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 12, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 16, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 21, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 25, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 26, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 27, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
August 6, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 44

August 9, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid

Correspondence- January- June 1864, incoming
January 22, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid
February 1, J. Moorhead to Bernard Reid
February 24, George Fox to Bernard Reid
March 28, George McCulloch to Bernard Reid
April 5, James Marks to Bernard Reid
May 21, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid
June 3, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid
June 7, Michael Kemp to Bernard Reid
June 30, J.N. Fenstermaker to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 45

August 9, A.P. Refner to Bernard Reid
October 9, George Fox to Bernard Reid

Correspondence- July- December 1864
July 8, James Marks to Bernard Reid
July 25, Alex Goble to Bernard Reid
August 1, Samuel Richard to Bernard Reid
August 15, Samuel Richard to Bernard Reid
August 21, John Danks to Bernard Reid
August 25, Michael Kemp to Bernard Reid
October 9, George Fox to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 45

October 9, November 4, Joseph Litenberger to Bernard Reid w/ enclosure
October 17, Thomas Martin to Bernard Reid
December 4, Michael Kemp to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 45

Outgoing:
July 6, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 28, Bernard Reid to E.M. Stanton

Folder Folder 46

Correspondence-1865
January 2, open letter form George Corts
January 23, George Fox to Bernard Reid
February 28, George Fox to Bernard Reid
March 24, Bishop J. Young to Bernard Reid
April 5, George Fox to Bernard Reid
June 1, I.H. Martin to Bernard Reid
August 18, Ambrose Reid to Letitia Reid
May 10, George Fox to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 47

Correspondence-1866-1870
February 5, 1866, Mrs. Alex Hays to Bernard Reid
December 19, 1866, P. Tissot, S.J. to Bernard Reid
February 3, 1867, George Reid to Anna Reid
1868, Samuel Bates to [Bernard Reid]
March 2, 1868, A.G. Curtin to Bernard Reid
June 27, 1868, Rev. James Reid to Bernard Reid
August 14, 1868, Ambrose Reid to Letitia Reid
August 25, 1868, Ambrose and Charles Vincent Reid to Letitia Reid
March 12, 1870, John Reid to Anna Reid
November 21, 1869, Bernard Reid to Anna Reid
Folder Folder 48

Correspondence-1871 & 1872, outgoing
July 13, 1871, Bishop Mullen to Fr. Sheridan
September 5, 1871, Bishop Mullen to Bernard Reid
September 5, 1872, Ambrose Reid to Bernard Reid
September 8, 1872, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 16, 1872, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 29, 1872, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 18, 1872, Ambrose Reid to Letitia Reid
December 23, 1872, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 49

Correspondence-1872, outgoing
September 1, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

September 9, Bernard Reid to Charles Vincent Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

September 22, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 8, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 23, Bernard and Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 17, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 50

Correspondence- January- April 1873, incoming
January 6, Letitia Reid to [Ambrose] Reid
January 6, Letitia Reid to child
February 1, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 9, Ambrose Reid to Bernard Reid
March 13, Ambrose Reid to Letitia Reid
April 4, Letitia Reid to son
April 9, Ambrose Reid to Fr. Brun
April 21, Anna Reid to Bernard Reid
April 24, Birthday card to Bernard Reid
April 24, children to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 51

Correspondence- July- December 1873, incoming
June 2, Letitia Reid to son
August 26, A. Lemounier, S.J. to Bernard Reid
September 22, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 9, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 15, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 23, Sr. Ann de Sales to children

Folder Folder 52

Correspondence-1873, outgoing
February 11, Bernard Reid to Anna Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 11, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 8, Bernard Reid to Charles Vincent Reid
April 25, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 14, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 14, Bernard Reid to Ambrose and Charles Vincent Reid
October 5, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 26, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 23, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 15, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1874
January 14, J.B. Kiddoo to Bernard Reid
June 7, Kate Farran to Letitia Reid
August 4, John Cooper to Bernard Reid
August 30, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 53

Outgoing:
January 5, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 17, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 2, Bernard and Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 26, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 3, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 9, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 29, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1875
January, [Ambrose] Reid to Bernard and Letitia Reid
November, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 54

Outgoing:
February 10, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 11, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 3, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 6, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
July 7, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
August 18, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 21, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 21, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1876 & 1877
June 26, 1877, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 7, 1877, Anna Reid to Letitia Reid
July 30, 1877, [?] Reid to Letitia Reid
October 26, 1877, Anna Reid to Letitia Reid
November 11, 1877, Anna Reid to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 55

Outgoing:
January 31, 1876, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 29, 1876, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 13, 1877, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 29, 1877, Bernard Reid to [Ambrose] Reid
August 8, 1877, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 16, 1877, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 15, 1877, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 21, 1877, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1879
September 24, Joseph Neill to Bernard Reid
October 13, Joseph Neill to Bernard Reid
October 20, Roger Sherman to Bernard Reid
April 23, Anna Reid Hearons to Bernard Reid
November 19, Joseph Neill to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 56

Outgoing:
August 1, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 3, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 12, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 18, Bernard Reid to Joseph Neill
December 21, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 22, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1880
January 27, S.J. and J.A. Neill to Bernard Reid
January 29, Joseph Neill to Bernard Reid
January, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 57
July 26, John Danks to Bernard Reid
October 31, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 2, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 57

Outgoing:
January 8, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 58

Correspondence-1881 & 1882
May 13, 1881, Mary Agnes Reid to Letitia and Bernard Reid
February 19, 1882, Letta Reid to Letitia and Bernard Reid
February 22, 1882, Letta Reid to Letitia and Bernard Reid
March 19, 1882, W.S. Rosecrans to Bernard Reid
August 31, 1882, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 58

Outgoing:
June 28, 1882, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

September 27, 1882, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 21, 1882, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 59

Correspondence-1883
January 21, Mary Agnes Reid to Bernard Reid
April 7, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
March 19, Peter Burnett to Bernard Reid
April 22, Letta Reid to Bernard Reid
April 22, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid
June 28, Ambrose Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (5 pp.)

July 1, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 11, L.J. Courtin to Bernard Reid
September 9, George Reid to Bernard Reid
December 22, Letta Reid to brothers

Folder Folder 59

Outgoing:
February 18, Bernard Reid to Peter Burnett

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

September 30, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 60

Correspondence-1884
February 24, George Reid to Bernard Reid
March 26, Kate Reid to Bernard Reid
April, Mary Agnes Reid to Bernard Reid
April, George Reid to Bernard Reid
July 20, Letitia Reid to sons
December 23, Rev. Muller to Bernard Reid
December 25, Judy Galharth to Bernard Reid
December 25, William Galharth to Gov. Robert Pattison
December 26, r. Brown to Bernard Reid
December 27, Daniel Agnew to Bernard Reid
December 29, William Brown to Bernard Reid
December 29, John Calmont to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 60

Outgoing:
July 10, Bernard Reid to Ambrose and Charles Vincent Reid
October 13, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 61

Correspondence- January 1885- July 8, 1886
January 2, 1885, Stephen Candless to Gov. Robert Pattison
April 14, 1886, Eliza Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
April 30, 1886, A. Langlois, S.J. to Bernard Reid
May 4, 1886 Edward Tripp to Bernard Reid
June 11, 1886, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder Folder 61</th>
<th>Outgoing:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April, 1885, letter from Bernard Reid campaigning for position of judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 6, 1886, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 8, 1886, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (2 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 8, 1886, Bernard Reid to Letta Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (2 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folder Folder 62</td>
<td>Correspondence- July 11- December 1886, outgoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 11, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (2 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 11, Bernard Reid to Genevieve Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (3 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 14, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (2 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 18, Bernard Reid to Genevieve Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (5 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 21, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (1 pg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 22, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (4 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 26, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>August 1, Bernard Reid to Letta Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (2 pp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>August 18, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: (3 pp.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Folder Folder 63

Correspondence-1887

March 11, Samuel Young to Bernard Reid
July 19, John Rice to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 23, Rev. James O'Connor to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 63

Outgoing:

April 5, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 7, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 64

Correspondence-1888

January 18, Sr. Ann de Sales to Letitia Reid
May 7, Sr. Ann de Sales to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

May 12, Bishop James Keane to Bernard Reid
July 4, A. Langlois, S.J. to Bernard Reid
September 5, Genevieve Reid to Letitia Reid
October 17, Mother Sebastian to Bernard Reid
November 16, R. Howard Miller to Bernard Reid
December 4, David Shields to Bernard Reid
December 10, J.C. Kelton to Bernard Reid
December 12, David Shields to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 64

Outgoing:
April 22, Bernard Reid to Letta Reid
June 22, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 65

Correspondence-1889
February 20, Robert Hawxhurst to Bernard Reid
March 4, Ambrose Reid to Bernard Reid
Physical Description: (6 pp.)

April 11, M. Haul to M.S. Quay
April 22, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April 24, Edmund Welling to Bernard Reid
April 29, Ambrose Reid to Bernard Reid
May 6, Joseph Loll to Bernard Reid
May 31, Thomas Martin to Bernard Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 1, Edmund Tripp to Bernard Reid
August 14, R. Howard Miller to Bernard Reid
September 2, John Danks to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 65

Outgoing:
May 6, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 5, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 66

Correspondence-1890
January 2, Archbishop William Gross to Bernard Reid
February 16, Lida Boyd to Bernard Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 27, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 66

Outgoing:
October 18, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

October 22, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 22, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 25, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 16, Bernard Reid to Genevieve Reid
Physical Description: (6 pp.)

November 23, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid
Physical Description: (6 pp.)
Folder Folder 67

Correspondence-1891

February 26, R.H. McDonald to Bernard Reid  
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

May 15, Charles Vincent Reid to Bernard Reid  
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

July 18, B.W. Benson to Bernard Reid  
November 25, James Campbell to Gov. Robert Pattison  
December 17, Ambrose Reid to Family  
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Folder Folder 67

Outgoing:

June 27, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 30, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 5, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid  
July 7, Bernard Reid to Letitia Reid  
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Folder Folder 68

Correspondence-1892

May 27, George Meyer to Bernard Reid  
May 31, J.P. Gareschi to Bernard Reid  
June 1, S.P. Salumien, S.J. to Bernard Reid  
July 30, Genevieve Reid to Letitia Reid  
August 3, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid  
August 16, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

December 18, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid  
December 26, Genevieve Reid to family  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 68

Outgoing:

May 16, Bernard Reid to W.J. Reid  
July 22, Bernard Reid to George Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 69

Correspondence-1893

January 30, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid  
March 16, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid  
March 28, Stephen White to Bernard Reid  
April 10, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid  
April 16, Genevieve Reid to Bernard Reid  
April 21, Mary Agnes Reid to Bernard Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April 21, Letta Reid to Bernard Reid  
April, Mary Agnes Reid to Bernard Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

May 13, George Reid to Bernard Reid
June 29, James Marks to Bernard Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

December 19, John Burnett to Mr. & Mrs. Reid
December 22, M.A. McKey, S.J. to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 69
Outgoing:
May 18, Bernard Reid to George Reid

Folder Folder 70
Correspondence-1894
January 13, M.A. McKey, S.J. to Bernard Reid
[April], Letta Reid to Letitia Reid

Physical Description:

June 30, Stephen White to Bernard Reid
July 9, Letitia Reid to son
July, Letta Reid to Letitia Reid
July 20, Letitia Reid to [George] Reid
December 8, Letitia Reid to George Reid

Folder Folder 71
Correspondence-1895
March 21, Letitia Reid to George Reid
April 23, Ambrose Reid to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 1, John Burnett to Bernard Reid
June 7, Grace McElroy to Bernard Reid
June 19, Bishop Miller to Bernard Reid
June 16, Sr. Magdalen to Mr. & Mrs. Reid
June 21, R. Howard Miller to Bernard Reid
June 24, Charles Goessman to Bernard Reid
June 28, Grace [McElroy] to Marion

1895, excerpts from letters of condolence on Genevieve Reid's death

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Folder Folder 71
Outgoing:
March 31, Bernard Reid to George Reid
May 26, Bernard Reid to John Burnett
May 26, Bernard Reid to George Reid
June 6, Bernard Reid to George Reid
July 18, Bernard Reid to Rev. Joseph Twichell

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Folder Folder 72
Correspondence-1896
February 19, Ambrose Reid to Bernard & Letitia Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April 18, Ambrose Reid to Bernard & Letitia Reid
April 24, Lucy Hopkins to Mr. & Mrs. Reid
May 5, Jas. O’Burne to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

May 13, James Marks to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 73
Correspondence-1897 & 1898

June 23, Jas. Morrison to Bernard Reid
August 10, Lucy Hopkins to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sender</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 18, 1897</td>
<td>Ambrose Reid</td>
<td>Bernard &amp; Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 20, 1897</td>
<td>Fitz-John Porter</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 25, 1897</td>
<td>Fitz-John Porter</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 17, 1897</td>
<td>Fitz-John Porter</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 20, 1897</td>
<td>Fitz-John Porter</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 6, 1898</td>
<td>Kerr &amp; McCord</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 12, 1898</td>
<td>Cyrus Gates</td>
<td>John Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 14, 1898</td>
<td>M.J. Hopkins</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 18, 1898</td>
<td>J.G. Richards</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 12, 1898</td>
<td>Ambrose Reid</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June, 1898</td>
<td>Mary Agnes Reid</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 20, 1898</td>
<td>Kerr &amp; McCord</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 19, 1898</td>
<td>Kerr &amp; McCord</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 30, 1898</td>
<td>Kerr &amp; McCord</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 12, 1898</td>
<td>Ambrose Reid</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 12, 1898</td>
<td>Ambrose Reid</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 23, 1898</td>
<td>Little Letta</td>
<td>Letitia &amp; Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 23, 1898</td>
<td>Charles Vincent</td>
<td>Reid Letitia &amp; Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 30, 1898</td>
<td>Allen Campbell</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 7, 1899</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
<td>Ambrose Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28, 1899</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2, 1899</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 11, 1900</td>
<td>Laura Martin</td>
<td>Letitia Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 21, 1900</td>
<td>Gen. Charette</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 20, 1900</td>
<td>Ambrose Reid</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 17, 1900</td>
<td>Kerr &amp; McCord</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 4, 1900</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
<td>George Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 25, 1901</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
<td>R.E. Kenna, S.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d., 1902</td>
<td>Mary Agnes Reid</td>
<td>Bernard Reid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
March 8, Fr. B. Piscopo to Bernard Reid  
n.d., 1902, Mary Agnes Reid to Bernard Reid  
September 29, Fr. H.A. Deckenbrook to Bernard Reid  
October 5, Mary Agnes Reid to Bernard Reid  

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 10, J.B. Boulet to Bernard Reid  
October 15, Regis Taneaire to Bernard Reid  
October 26, Rachel Morrison to Bernard Reid

Outgoing:

May 1, Bernard Reid to [George Reid]  
October 11, Bernard Reid to [George ] Reid  
October 11, Bernard Reid to Rev. Joseph Twichell

Folder Folder 76

Correspondence-1903, incoming

January 21, Ida Nass to Bernard Reid  
March 18, T.F. [Bevaus] to Bernard Reid  
June 6, Ida Nass to Bernard Reid  
June 30, Alfred Hopkins to Phillimore  
July 16, Ida Nass to Bernard Reid  
July, Mary Agnes Reid to Lucy Reid  

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

September 10, Matilda De Vallance to Bernard Reid  
November 4, B.R. Warmoth to Bernard Reid  

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 17, Kerr, McCord & Craven to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

December 6, B.B. Burgess to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

December 12, B.B. Burgess to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

December 21, Kerr, McCord & Craven to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

December 21, B.B. Burgess to Bernard Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

December 28, Ida Nass to Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 78

Correspondence-1903, outgoing

July 15, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (5 pp.)

August 8, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid  
August 12, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid  
August 12, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid  
August 13, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid  
August 14, Bernard Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 11, Bernard Reid to Kerr & McCord

December 11, Bernard Reid to Kerr & McCord

Folder Folder 79

Correspondence- January- February, 1904, incoming
### Folder Folder 80

**Correspondence- March- December, 1904, incoming**
- January 4, Lucy Powell to Bernard Reid
- January 5, Mrs. Jemie McBride to Bernard Reid
- January 6, J. F. Snyder to Bernard Reid
- January 7, James Thomas to Bernard Reid
- January 18, William Haushulte to Bernard Reid
- January 20, Anna Goheen to Bernard Reid
- January 22, Cyrus Thompson to Bernard Reid
- January 25, Mrs. Jemie McBride to Bernard Reid
- January 25, Mrs. M. Wilderman to Bernard Reid
- February 4, Kerr, McCord & Craven to Bernard Reid
- February 10, [O'bauberline] to Bernard Reid
- February 12, Kerr, McCord & Craven to Bernard Reid
- February 18, J.J. Donovan to Bernard Reid
- March 27, Mrs. Edwards to Bernard Reid
- May 12, D.S. Diehl to Bernard Reid
- May 13, J.J. Donovan to Bernard Reid
- May 26, D. MacKinnon to J.J. Donovan
- June 7, J.J. Donovan to Bernard Reid
- June 7, J.J. Donovan to Bernard Reid
- June 11, Charles Vincent Reid to Bernard Reid
- September 26, Powell & Crum to Bernard Reid

**Physical Description:** (2 pp.)

### Folder Folder 82

**Correspondence- November 1904, letters of condolence on the death of Bernard Reid**:
- December 27, C.J. Freygang to Bernard Reid
- June 23, J.J. Donovan to Bernard Reid

**Physical Description:** (3 pp.)
Mane W., Mrs. Fillinger, Jake Fled, John Farran, Beatrice Graham, M.M. Kaufman, F.P. Smith, John Watson, B.H. Frampton, Thomas Arnold, S.G. Marlin, Jr., Lida McCullough, Archibald Blakeley, John Burnett, Margaret Jewel, and Mary Moffett

Folder Folder 83

Correspondence- November 1904, letters of condolence
A.A. Smiley, Fr. J.M. Ging, Walter Wilford, Thomas Martin, Alice Inigley, Rev. Piscopo, Ellen Burnett, Mrs. John Martin, Gertrude Flossie, Sr. M. Dolores, Joseph Carsily, Walter Lindsay, Harry Wilson

Physical Description: (16 letters)

Folder Folder 84

Correspondence- November 1904, letters of condolence

Physical Description: (14 letters)

Folder Folder 85

Correspondence- December 1904- February 1905, letters of condolence

Physical Description: (22 letters)

Folder Folder 86

Letters of Condolence 1904-1905

Other Papers of Bernard Reid

Box Box 1c,
Folder Folder 87A
Folder Folder 87B
Folder Folder 87

1904 draft of B.J. Reid 1849 diary [original diary, acc. 983-078 is located at 4IR1-12, publications.
1904 draft of B.J. Reid 1849 diary.
Rough draft of journal recounting Bernard Reid's travels to California in 1849, MS

Physical Description: (113 pp.)

Folder Folder 88

Journal recounting Bernard Reid's travels to California in 1849, typescript

Physical Description: (76 pp.)

Folder Folder 89

Notes from Bernard Reid's diary, August 25, 1866

Physical Description: (1 pg.)

Folder Folder 90

Small notebook diary of Bernard Reid for the year 1891

Physical Description: (19 pp.)

Folder Folder 91

Letters to the Editor-1840's
n.d., letter re hero worship of prize fighters
November 1846, letter re Protestants

Folder Folder 92

Letters to the Editor by Bernard Reid-1850's
August 9, 1852, letter to the Herald re Catholic schools
August 21, 1852 letter to the Herald re Santa Clara
August 21, 1852, letter to the Herald re Catholic education
August 26, 1852, letter to the Herald re Catholic education

Folder Folder 93

Letters to the Editor-1860's:
December 19, 1861, letter to the Republican re gift to regiment
March 7, 1868, letter to the Pittsburgh Commercial re Catholics

Folder Folder 94

Letters to the Editor-1870's
August 2, 1877, letter to the Herald re return to Clarion
December 25, 1879, letter re court case

Letters to the Editor-1880's:
- January 22, 1880, letter to Erie Observer re shipment swindle
- November 1880, letter to Telegraph re prejudice towards Jesuits

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 9, 1885, letter to the Democrat re election for judge
July 19, 1885, letter to the Tribune re election for judge
November 10, 1885, letter to Pittsburgh Post re Catholic Democrats
January 18, 1886, letter to Vindicator re newspaper article

Folder Folder 96

Letters to the Editor-1890's:
- May 26, 1892, letter to Clarion Democrat defending Catholics
- November 22, 1892, letter to Times re court case
- November 25, letter to Times re libel case
- April 15, letter re Memorial Day ceremony
- December 21, 1899, letter to Republican re Filipinos

Folder Folder 97

Letters to the Editor 1900-1904:
- April 10, 1902, letter to Post re fire of 1845
- November 13, 1903, letter to Republic re Forty-Niners tragedy with typescript of same

Folder Folder 98

Mnemonics:
- Notes on how to memorize
- Lists to memorize for practice
- Continental code

Folder Folder 99

"Had Jesus Any Brothers of Sisters?" by Bernard Reid, typed

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Notes of Biblical text referring to Jesus' kin

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 100

Poems:
- Poems collected by Bernard Reid and written by various authors

Physical Description: (c. 80 poems)

Folder Folder 101

Poems by Bernard Reid:
- and "Guyandotte"

small notebook of poems
scraps of paper with bits of poems

Folder Folder 102

Poems by Bernard Reid’s relatives:
- "A Birthday Bouquet for Papa," by Anna Reid
- "To R. Sayers"
- "At the Jail Door," by Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 copies)

"The Titanic," by Norbert Reid

Physical Description: (2 copies)

"Renouncement," by Norbert Reid
"He Blesses Peace," by Norbert Reid
"To M.D.," by Norbert Reid

Physical Description: (2 copies)
"That's What the Citizens Did," by George Reid
Physical Description: (2 copies)

"Han and ____," by Norbert Reid
Physical Description: (2 copies)

"The Man with the Hoe," by Norbert Reid
"Lead, Kindly Light," by Norbert Reid
"Hawkins," by Norbert Reid
"The City of the Blood," by George Reid
"Ash Wednesday," by Mary Agnes Reid
"A Toi," by Ambrose Reid

Notes by Bernard Reid on Peter Burnett
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Box Box 2A, Folder Folder 1

Notes by Bernard Reid on Peter Burnett
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 2

General Mementos:
Notice for the Knights of Columbus, re: death of Pope Leo XIII ad for typewriter
Trimmings, instructions to National Guard of Pennsylvania,
Addresses of carrier boys of the Erie Morning Dispatch.
Tickets to the Park Opera House 11/18/1876, weight of Charles Vincent Reid,
poem for the Fourth of July, ribbon for the Sixty-Third Regiment, Christmas card
to Letitia Reid from George Reid, birthday card to Ambrose Reid, voting card,
Easter card, pamphlet for the Sons of America, sketch of Barnum and Bailey
Circus, program for "Little Folds" entertainment for Bernard Reid's birthday, 1875,
sketch of Heinz Co. Christmas Banquet, picture of naked boy, engraving of St.
Joseph's academy, rules for whist, photo of unidentified town, pass for
Westinghouse Co., list of floral vocabulary, weight of Letitia Reid, bookmark for
George Reid, birthday card to Bernard Reid from wife
Document for free passage in Switzerland for George Reid, August 6, 1914
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer)

Remembrance of Meredith Reid's First Holy Communion, June 12, 1810
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer)

Diploma of George Reid from the American Catholic University, 1845 (PP-Reid,
oversize- Map Drawer)
Maps belonging to Bernard Reid
Two maps of Fairhaven, Washington, 1890 (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer)
Map of Whatcom County, 1902 (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer)

Folder Folder 3

Mementos- travel souvenirs:
Passenger list for "Pioneer Train" to California, 1849,
Ad for Pioneer Train, article re wagon train, rough draft of trail of the wagon train,
Pullman dining car menu, ticket from Pioneer Line to California, 1849.

Folder Folder 4

Mementos- programs, invitations
Program for "Ruth" with Genevieve Reid, program for art gallery (2), speech by
Thomas Barr, June 23, 1860, program for music recital, May 31, 1889, speech by
J.F. Sullivan, 1889, invitation of profession of Sr. Maria Alphonsa Reid, June 30,
1889
Invitation for school program, August 20, 1891,
Invitation to wedding, June 1, 1889, invitation to Norbert Reid's wedding, January
28, 1901

Folder Folder 5

Mementos-calling cards:
Anna Reid, Hannon and Charles Vincent Reid, Mary Reid, A.B. Reid, N.S. Reid, B.J.
Reid, B.J. Reid and sons, What Cheer Home, Mrs. B.J. Reid, Watterson and A.B.
Reid, A.C. Bonnell

Physical Description: (Pioneer Line passenger)
Other Papers of Bernard Reid

Folder Folder 6  Mementos- stationery:
  Fifteen different sheets

Folder Folder 7  Mementos- religious:
  Ribbons for the Society of St. Vincent de Paul (2), medal of the Virgin Mary,
  Vierge Mediatrice, prayer from Pope for peace, manual for CCD (36 pp.),
  membership card to Columbian Catholic Congress, list of representatives at the
  Columbian Catholic Congress, letters (3) to Bernard Reid from Columbian Catholic
  Congress, September 7, 1893, September 7, 1893, June 8, 1893, poem explaining
  religious vocation, encyclical of Pope Leo XIII, lists of pamphlets in International
  Catholic Truth Society (12 pp.), America’s tribute to Pope Pius X, miscellaneous
  prayers, pledge card, temperance, August 1840, No. 6849 signed by pastor of St.
  Paul’s Cathedral, Pittsburgh.

Folder Folder 8  Mementos- holy cards:
  Total of 81 cards

Folder Folder 9  Mementos- holy cards:
  Total of 7 memorial holy cards

Folder Folder 10  Mementos- Santa Clara College:
  Ten poems from newspapers near Santa Clara
  The First Year at Santa Clara College- list of teachers and students, MS copy and
  printed copy

Folder Folder 11  Mementos- Poems by Reid (9)

Folder Folder 12  Mementos- Clarion, Pennsylvania:
  Map of Clarion, map of area surrounding Clarion, rules and regulations for Clarion
  school

Folder Folder 13  Mementos- U.S. Army:
  History of Company ‘F’, typescript (5 pp.), list of casualties of Sixty- Third
  Regiment, military record of Bernard Reid (2 pp.), general orders, April 23, 1862,
  enrollment list of soldiers in Bernard Reid’s regiment, orders for August 21, 1861,
  program for sixth reunion of 155th Regiment of the Pennsylvania Veteran
  Volunteers, program for the reunion to the Sixty-Third Regiment of the
  Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteers, copy of letter to the editor of Philadelphia
  Inquirer, March, 1893 (2 pp.), list of men in different t companies, members of
  Company ‘G’, roll call of Bernard Reid’s company, statement of charges on muster
  and pay rolls- blank form, unserviceable ordinance stores- blank form, ordinance
  and ordinance stores, receipt for issues to Bernard Reid, pension certificate of
  Bernard Reid, certificate for membership in the Society of Army of the Potomac,
  ribbon from the Sixty- Third Regiment reunion, August, 1908
  Certificate naming Bernard Reid Aide-de-Camp, January 27, 1902

  Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer)

  Form filled out by Reid for Army historian

  Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer)

Folder Folder 14  Mementos- the Society of California Pioneers:
  Visitor’s card, May 21, 1891, membership card for Bernard Reid into the society,
  short biography of Bernard Reid by the society, November 1, 1905

Folder Folder 15  Reminiscences of Santa Clara College 1851-1852, typescript, 1901

  Physical Description: (14 pp.)

Folder Folder 16  Memorial to John May Burnett, October 13, 1916

  Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Folder Folder 17  Magazine articles and unpublished works by Bernard Reid:
  "The Bar-Room"

  Physical Description: (2 pp.)
"The Last Act at Yorktown"
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Speeches by Bernard Reid- dated:
- August 16, 1858, Democrats
- 1877, Welcome Erie Soldier
- October 25, 1879, Kearney's Division
  Physical Description: (4 pp.)
- [November], 1890, Grand Army
  Physical Description: (4 pp.)
- June, 1890, Students
  Physical Description: (4 pp.)
- August, 1892, Memorial Address for James Campbell
- October 21, 1892, Discovery of America
  Physical Description: (6 pp.), 2 copies
- April 11, 1892, Memorial address for James Knox
- April 8, 1895, Memorial for Judge Corbett
  Physical Description: (2 pp.)
- May, 1896, Memorial for Samuel Hayman
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Folder Folder 19
Speeches by Bernard Reid- dated:
- May 9, 1896, Nature's Beauty
  Physical Description: (5 pp.)
- July 30, 1896, Fifth Army Corps
  Physical Description: (19 pp.)
- September 1896, Italian Independence
  Physical Description: (9 pp.)
- May 20, 1897, Soldier's Monument in Clarion
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)
- January 11, 1898, Reply to Flag Presentation
- February 22, 1898, Grand Army
- April 26, 1898, Spanish- American War
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)
- June, 1898, Trustees and Alumni Banquet (4 pp.
- August 24, 1898, Veterans
- May, 1899, Spanish- American War
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)
- May 3, 1899, Company 'D'
  Physical Description: (3 pp.)
- October 10, 1899, Reunion of Sixty-Third Regiment
  Physical Description: (2 pp.)
Other Papers of Bernard Reid

March 6, 1900, Memorial to Judge Barr
Physical Description: (6 pp.)

Speeches by Bernard Reid- undated:
Centennial speech
Physical Description: (pp. 9 and 10 only)

Defense of Catholics
Physical Description: (p. 32 only)

Civil and Religious liberties
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

St. Patrick’s Day
Physical Description: (11 pp.)

Eulogy for Augustus Craig
Dead in Civil War
Physical Description: (in note book)

Eulogy for Dr. Edder
Defense of Catholics
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Fourth of July
Physical Description: (8 pp.)

Temperance Address
Physical Description: (6 pp.)

Grand Army
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Third Corp
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Mnemonics
Physical Description: (8 pp.)

Election speech
Physical Description: (15 pp.)

Meeting at Santa Clara
Clarion Bar Association
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Civil War
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Beaver notes
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

scrap from various speeches
Physical Description: (5 pp.)
Folder Folder 21

Magazine articles saved by Bernard Reid:
"Our Faith and Our Flag," address on Catholic citizenship by W.J. Onahan, March, 1891
Physical Description: (8 pp.)

"Bigotry, the Foe of Liberty," by X.Y.Z. Published by the Catholic Truth Society,
Physical Description: (30 pp.)

Physical Description: (April 1856)

Folder Folder 22

Medical records of Bernard Reid:
Mercy Hospital record, January 14-30, 1893, diagnosis- eczema

Folder Folder 23

Bernard Reid's briefs and mementos of his law practice:
Letter from Charles Logue to Bernard Reid, December 23, 1860
Speeches by Bernard Reid (3) defending Charles Logue
Appeal by defendant J.W. Verner, November 7, 1892
Miscellaneous notes on cases
Physical Description: (18 pp.)

Folder Folder 24

Bernard Reid's briefs and mementos of his law practice:
Plaintiff's brief in case of Weinmann Heirs vs. P.L. and W.R.R. Co., November 1902 and February 1903

Folder Folder 25

Legal Papers of the Reid Family:
Deed for land in Clarion to G.W. Hector
Deed for land parcel to H.G. Elliott
Quit Claim Deed form Daniel and Samuel Brenneman to John C. Reid
Diagram map of Stover property
Deed Poll for Jackson Rhea to Frederick Crary
Letter from Frederick Crary to John Reid, June 13, 1865
Draft of land sold by James Covell, April 8, 1861
Statement of amount of taxes due on land of John Reid [1892]

Box Box 2B,
Folder Folder 26

Legal Papers of John C. Reid:
Article of agreement between James Kerr and John Reid for sale of land tract, September 8, 1853
Memorandum of agreement between John McCalmont and John Reid for sale of land tract, May 15, 1860
Article of agreement between Justas Mahle and John Reid for sale of land tract, April 4, 1861
Article of agreement between Patrick Carr and John Reid for lease of parcel of 6 acres, April 9, 1861
Article of Agreement between John Lyon and John Reid for sale of land tract, April 10, 1861
Bill for pills and other medication, September 7, 1863
Article of agreement between John Hahn and John Reid for sale of land tract, June 29, 1861
Article of agreement between A. Klingelsmith and Alexander McIlhatten for sale of 50 acres, February 4, 1869
Article of agreement between Columbus Reed and John Reid for sale of Mix farm, May 18, 1871
Article of agreement between Joseph Long and John Reid for sale of land, December 8, 1871

Folder Folder 27

Legal Papers of John C. Reid:
Statement of different tracts of land in Clarion County, 1874
Article of agreement between Theodore Wilson and John Reid for sale of parcels of land, June 6, 1874
Article of agreement between George Hartel and John Reid for sale of land, June 10, 1881
Notice of surety for $1,000, May 19, 1884
Release to Executor, Administration of Guardian signed by George MacKerly, August 2, 1890
Deed of sale to John Reid of shares in the estate of James McKisson, September 4, 1891
Order for monument for cemetery, August 17, 1903
Schedule of distribution of John Reid’s estate
Settlement of John Reid’s estate, March 3, 1904
Deeds regarding Beaver Oil Co.: PP-Ricard/Reid Box 5, folder 2
Deeds filed May 27, 1865
Physical Description: (8)- George Henkels to the Susquehanna Oil Co., the Fiscus Oil Co., the Oil Spring Oil Co., the Pocahontas Oil Co., the Margareta Oil Co., the Galena Oil Co., the Paoli Oil Co., and the Brazil Oil Co. (PP-Ricard/Reid Box 5, folder 2)

Deeds filed February 4, 1867
Physical Description: (4)- the Fiscus Oil Co., the Pocahontas Oil Co., the Oil Spring Co., and the Brazil Oil Co., to the Beaver Oil Co. (PP-Ricard/Reid Box 5, folder 2)

Deed filed May 7, 1868- Henry Neely to John Reid
Physical Description: (PP-Ricard/Reid Box 5, folder 2)

Deeds filed June 7, 1876
Physical Description: (4)- the Margareta Oil Co., the Susquehanna Oil Co., the Galena Oil Co., and the Paoli Oil Co. To the Beaver Oil Co. (PP-Ricard/Reid Box 5, folder 2)

Deed filed November 30, 1876- Att. Beck to John Reid
Physical Description: (PP-Ricard/Reid Box 5, folder 2)

Deed filed February 3, 1876, George Hendels to John Reid
Physical Description: (PP-Ricard/Reid Box 5, folder 2)

Folder Folder 28
Financial information regarding Beaver Oil Co.: Completion dates of Reid and Howley wells
List of land owned by Clarion County
Assessments of land owned by John Reid in 1898
Assessment of land from 1841-1891
Account of taxes paid by John Reid and others, 1874-1875
List of sales from 1876-1890
Assessment of land owned by Joseph Young, 1845-1870

Folder Folder 29
Legal papers of Bernard Reid:
Suits and claims made against Bernard Reid, August 1877
Brief of case of Reid vs. Roldand Garnwell, 1898
Redemption certificate of Bernard Reid’s land, November 1, 1899
Agreement of partnership of Bernard Reid and F.J. Maffet, October 1, 1900
Case of Reid vs. Gamwell

Folder Folder 30
Legal Papers of Charles Vincent Reid:
August 8, 1890, F.C. Pettibone to Charles Vincent Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 4, 1890, money order for $1685 to P. Givinnup
March, 1891, Statement releasing Charles Vincent Reid from mortgage of lot in Fairhaven, WA
Other Papers of Bernard Reid

**1891, Bills from contractors and builders**
Physical Description: (10)

**July 23, 1892, List of mortgages in the name of Charles Vincent Reid**

**December 1906, Answer of defendant in the case of Mary C. Reid and Ellen Findley vs. Charles Vincent Reid**

**Folder Folder 31**
**Financial Papers of Bernard Reid:**
- Bills or money orders, 1863-1904
  Physical Description: (24)

**Folder Folder 32**
**Financial papers of Bernard Reid:**
- 1869-1891, various legal documents including accounts of estates of relatives, land deeds, mortgages and loans
  Physical Description: (19 documents)

**Newspaper Clippings**
Box Box 2B, Folder Folder 33
Folder Folder 34
Folder Folder 35
Folder Folder 36
Folder Folder 37
Folder Folder 38
Folder Folder 39
Folder Folder 40
Folder Folder 41
Folder Folder 42
Folder Folder 43
Folder Folder 44
(PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer)

**Newspaper Clippings 1840-1849 (10)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1850-1859 (10)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1860-1869 (18)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1870-1875 (11)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1876-1879 (10)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1880-1885 (14)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1886-1889 (27)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1890-1895 (42)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1896-1900 (38)**

**Newspaper Clippings 1900- (33)**

**Newspaper Clippings-undated (72)**

**Newspaper Clippings re Catholics (18)**

**Full Page Newspapers**

**The Pittsburgh Post. April 19, 1906; cover story on San Francisco earthquake/fire**
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer)

**Pony Express Courier. Placerville, CA October 1937**
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer, folder 1)

**Pony Express Courier. Placerville, CA November 1937**
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer, folder 1)

**The Clarion Democrat. Centennial edition, July 16, 1940**
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer)

**The Fair Bulletin. Erie, PA December 2, 1876**
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

**The Fair Bulletin. Erie, PA December 9, 1876**
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

**The Fair Bulletin. Erie, PA December 16, 1876**
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)
The Fair Bulletin. Erie, PA December 23, 1876
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The Fair Bulletin. Erie, PA December 30, 1876
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

Pittsburgh Commercial. March 18, 1868
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

Clarion Independent Banner. July 7, 1862
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The Raftsman’s Journal. March 18, 1865
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The Pennsylvania Daily Telegraph. Tuesday morning January 14, 1862
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

View of the city of San Francisco, 1860
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The Catholic. February 20, 1875
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The Grant Edition of the Vicksburg Daily Citizen. around April 16, 1885
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

Republican Gazette. June 24, 1886
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

Clarion, PA April 20, 1893
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

Clarion Democrat. March 22, 1894
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The Sun. May 18, 1890
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The National Tribune. March 5, 1896
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

The Connecticut Courant. June 1, 1896
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

(2) unidentified newspapers
Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer, folder 2)

Biographical Materials - Ambrose Reid
Box Box 2B, Folder Folder 45

Biographical articles on Ambrose Reid:

Physical Description: (photocopy)
Correspondence - Ambrose Reid

Correspondence 1871-1872:

Box Box 2B, Folder Folder 46
December 25, 1871, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
March 9, 1872, Mary Reid (aunt) to Ambrose Reid
August 26, 1872, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
September 4, 1872, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 17, 1872, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 3, 1872, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 8, 1872, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
October 19, 1872, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Thanksgiving, 1872, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 2, 1872, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 47
Correspondence-1873:
January 26, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
May 11, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

May 16, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
May 25, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 17, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
September 14, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 2, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 20, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
October 26, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 7, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 30, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 48
Correspondence-1874:
January 1, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
January 5, Kate Farran and Letitia A. Clark to Ambrose Reid
January 16, Anna Reid and Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 3, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
February 8, [A.K.] Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 22, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 24, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 29, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 15, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
December 1, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 49
Correspondence- January- June, 1875:
January 27, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 20, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
March 14, Ellen Findley and Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 15, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 15, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
April 17, Ellen Findley and Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 9, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
June 18, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 50
Correspondence- July- December, 1875:
July 15, Kate Reid and Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
August 11, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
August 12, Mary (?) to Ambrose Reid
September 12, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
September 19, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
September 21, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 8, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
**Folder Folder 51**

**Correspondence- January- June, 1876:**

January 3, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

January 6, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
January 27, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
January 30, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 31, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 5, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
March 7, Mary Reid (aunt) to Ambrose Reid
March 12, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
March 19, Anna Reid Ambrose Reid
March 20, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
April 23, Ellen Findley and Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 24, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
May 1, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
May 21, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
June 9, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
June 19, Ellen Findley and Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid

**Folder Folder 52**

**Correspondence- July- December, 1876:**

August 6, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 11, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
August 26, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 8, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
December 1, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
December 8, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 29, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
December 31, Kate Reid Ambrose Reid
December 31, Ellen Findley Ambrose Reid

**Folder Folder 53**

**Correspondence-1877:**

January 29, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
March 4, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
May 10, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
June 26, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 28, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
July 9, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
July 12, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 1, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 2, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 30, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

September 11, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
October 1, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 6, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 14, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 28, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)
November 11, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 28, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
December 1, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
December 4, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 17, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 54

Correspondence - January- July, 1878:
1878, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid and Charles Vincent Reid
January 26, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
February 15, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
February 26, Bat Hannon to Ambrose Reid
March 18, Sr. M. Charles to Ambrose Reid
April 15, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 23, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
April 25, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
July, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 55

Correspondence - August- December, 1878:
August 1, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
August 3, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
August 20, Kate Farran to Ambrose Reid
September 9, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
September 20, Clara (?) to Ambrose Reid
October 27, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 11, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (5 pp.)

November 24, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 24, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
November 28, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

December 7, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
December 15, Ellen Findley and Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 56

Correspondence - January- June, 1879:
January 4, Joseph Farran to Ambrose Reid
January 4, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

January 31, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 4, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 6, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 16, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

March 3, Frank Farran to Ambrose Reid
March 13, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 14, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp.)
May 4, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 23, Anna Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 26, Thomas Palather to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 12, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 23, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 57

Correspondence- July- December, 1879:
July 10, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 25, James McPhelemy to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (telegram)

August 25, James McPhelemy to Ambrose Reid
November 2, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 20, Mary [Toustare] to Ambrose Reid
November 23, D.J. Murray to Ambrose Reid
December 5, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
December 16, Frank [?] to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 57

OUTGOING:
November 17, Ambrose Reid to Kate Reid

Folder Folder 58

Correspondence- January- May, 1880:
[?] 1880, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid and Charles Vincent Reid
January 21, Joseph Seep to Ambrose Reid
January 25, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 26, Charles Newell to Ambrose Reid
January 38, B. [McGiney] to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Rachael [?] to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
February 3, C.E. Flynn to Ambrose Reid
February 24, Kat4e Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 14, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
April 17, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 10, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 16, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
May 24, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
May 28, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 59

Correspondence- June- December, 1880:
June 24, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 25, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 1, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 3, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 17, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 31, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 26, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 29, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
December 31, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 60

Correspondence-1881:
January 30, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
February, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
Easter Sunday, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 4, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 21, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
June 1, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
June 27, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 14, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
December 12, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1882:

January 31, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
February 3, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 7, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 11, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 1, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 3, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 1, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
September 30, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 26, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (2 pp.)

December 5, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
December 31, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1883:

January 9, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 31, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (2 pp.)

January 31, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 2, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 2, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 15, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 29, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 18, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (2 pp.)

May 23, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 3, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 26, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 10, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 28, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (telegram)

September 28, B.J. Reid to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (telegram)

September 28, Letitia Reid to Ambrose Reid
    Physical Description: (telegram)

October 4, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 31, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid

Correspondence-1884:

Purification, 1884, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Feast of St. Boniface, 1884, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Feast of St. Vincent, 1884, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 1, Ellen Findley to Ambrose Reid
January 1, Mary Reid (aunt) to Ambrose Reid
January 16, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 2, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 10, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 14, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 24, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 20, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 24, George Reid to Tom White
July 24, George Reid to James Walsh
July 24, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 11, L.G. Gaither to Ambrose Reid
September 20, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 7, Norbert Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 3, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 9, George Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 64

Correspondence-1885-1886:
January 25, 1885, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 26, 1885, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 8, 1885, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 12, 1885, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 10, 1885, George Reid to Ambrose Reid and Charles Vincent Reid
July 21, 1885, B.B. Ayers to Ambrose Reid and Charles Vincent Reid
October 2, 1885, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 1, 1886, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 65

Correspondence-1887:
January 30, Sr. Anne de Sales to Ambrose Reid
January 31, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 1, Sr. Genevieve Dolan to Ambrose Reid
February 11, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 11, Sue S. Beatty to Ambrose Reid
April 11, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 13, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 30, Sue S. Beatty to Ambrose Reid
May 5, Sue S. Beatty to Ambrose Reid
May 10, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 20, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 23, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 26, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 25, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 66

Correspondence-1888:
January 22, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 11, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 24, P. Edward to Ambrose Reid
March 27, James V. Reid to Ambrose Reid
June 3, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid

Inventory of Bernard J. Reid Collection
September 14, Letta E. Reid to Ambrose Reid
September 16, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 28, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 23, Kate [Farran] to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 67

Correspondence-1889:

January 31, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 17, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 10, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
May 20, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 2, Margaret (?) (aunt) to Ambrose Reid
June 8, Genevieve Reid to Ambrose Reid
August 24, J.J. Donovan to Nelson Bennett plus third page of letter by Fred C. Pettibone
September 16, J.J. Donovan to P.W. Strader

Folder Folder 68

Correspondence-1890-1900:

March 27, 1890, Rudy (?) to Ambrose Reid
April 4, 1891, Memo containing notes from:
N.W. Musgrave to E.M. Wilson, Rattle & Nye to N.W. Musgrave and P.H. Conradson to E.M. Wilson
June 28, 1892, Genevieve Reid to Norbert Reid

Physical Description: (4 pp.)

April 9, 1894, Lucy Hopkins to Ambrose Reid
November 26, 1894, Sue S. Beatty to Ambrose Reid
Thanksgiving, 1895, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
Feast of the Assumption, 1895, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 3, 1899, Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 69

Correspondence-1901-1903:

March 9, 1901, Allen Campbell to J.C. Reid
June 14, 1901, John Leland to George Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 8, 1901, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 30, 1901, Allen Campbell to J.C. Reid
Feast of St. clement, 1902, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
Feast of St. Rose of Lima, 1903, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

August 6, 1903, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 1, 1903, J.C. Farran to George Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 3, 1903, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

July 2, 1903, Mary Ellen Reid to Lucy Reid
July 28, 1903, J.C. Farran to Lucy Reid
August 11, 1903, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid

Folder Folder 70

Correspondence-1904:
February 18, D. McKennons to J.J. Donovan
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 19, Harvey [?] to [?]
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April, Sr. M. Lupta to George Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April 8, James A. Devlin to Ambrose Reid
May 10, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
June, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 21, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
July 24, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 28, F.J. McCabe to Ambrose Reid
December 2, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
December 2, James M. Hayes, S.J. to Ambrose Reid
December 10, George Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 71

Correspondence-1905:
Feast of St. Felicitas, 1905, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 19, Rhodes K. Ecclose to Lucy Reid
April 22, P.P. Smith to Ambrose Reid
April 26, Charley [?] to Ambrose Reid
June 30, George Reid to Mary Reid and note from Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (17 pp.)

July 7, Lida McCullough to Ambrose Reid
July 11, [?] to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp. Last part missing)

August 8, H. Lengisson to Ambrose Reid
August 12, J.E. Laughlin to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

August 19, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
September, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
October 30, H. Ferguson to Ambrose Reid
November 2, H. Ferguson to Ambrose Reid
November 2, H. Ferguson to Ambrose Reid
November 17, H. Ferguson to Ambrose Reid
December 1, H. Ferguson to Ambrose Reid
December, Sr. Pauline to Ambrose Reid
December 2, John Tennant to John C. Reid
December 21, A.P. Felisiano to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 72

Correspondence- January- April, 1906:
January 15, George C. Fisher to Ambrose Reid
January 16, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 18, George C. Fisher to John C. Reid
January 25, Clipper Shingle Co. to Ambrose Reid
January 29, Samuel McCaslin to Ambrose Reid
February 22, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 1, Sr. Martina to Ambrose Reid
March 10, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
March 11, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 5, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 7, A.P. Felisiano to Ambrose Reid
April 9, Meredith Reid to Ambrose Reid
   Physical Description: (last part of letter missing)

April 9, Alfred Reid to Ambrose Reid
April 26, George Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 72
OUTGOING:
   March 7, Ambrose Reid to George C. Fisher Co.
   March 7, Ambrose Reid to A.P. Felisiano
   April 7, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
   April 10, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid

Folder Folder 73
Correspondence- May- December, 1906:
   May 1, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
   May 11, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
   Physical Description: (postcard)

   May 12, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
   Physical Description: (postcard)

   May 13, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
   May 15, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
   July 8, Mary Reid to George Reid
   Physical Description: (3 pp.)

   July 29, George Reid to Letta Reid
   Physical Description: (5 pp.)

   October 18, George Reid to Letta Reid
   October 27, Sr. M. [Loyola] to [Ambrose Reid]
   November 16, Mrs. L.S. Nayman to Ambrose Reid
   Thanksgiving, 1906, Letta Reid to George Reid
   December 7, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
   Physical Description: (15 pp., pp. 10-14 missing)

Folder Folder 73
OUTGOING:
   May 30, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
   Physical Description: (3 pp.)

   June 25, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
   June 27, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
   July 26, Ambrose Reid to Mary Reid
   Physical Description: (postcard)

   July 26, Ambrose Reid to Letta Reid
   Physical Description: (postcard)

   July 29, Ambrose Reid to Norbert Reid
   Physical Description: (3 pp.)

   August 14, Ambrose Reid to Norbert Reid
   Physical Description: (3 pp.)

   November 21, Ambrose Reid to Mr. Hayes

Folder Folder 74
Correspondence- January- May, 1907:
   Feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 1907, Mary Reid to George Reid
   Feast of St. Eusebia, 1907, Sr. M. [Annunciata] to George Reid
   Feast of St. Melchiades, 1907, Letta Reid to George Reid

Inventory of Bernard J. Reid
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Feast of St. Andrew B, 1907, Letta Reid to [George Reid]
January 9, George Reid to Mary Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

January 10, J.P. Cummisky to Ambrose Reid
January 29, Clipper Shingle Co. to Ambrose Reid
February, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (9 pp. Plus Holy Card enclosed)

February, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (Holy Card enclosed)

February 11, R.J. Fisher and Co. to Ambrose Reid
February 21, James Crosby to Ambrose Reid
March 1, R.J. Fisher and Co. to Ambrose Reid
April 14, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

April 24, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
May 1, Lida [McCullough] to Ambrose Reid
May 12, C.A. Strand to Ambrose Reid
May 31, R.J. Fisher to Ambrose Reid
February 18, Ambrose Reid to R.J. Fisher

Folder Folder 75
Correspondence- June- December, 1907:
June 4, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
July 13, T. F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
July 21, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
July 22, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
September 3, J.C. Farran to ['Bluestone']
November 7, J.C. Farran to George Reid
November 27, J. Readon to George Reid
December 5, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
December 23, E. Garney to [?] 

Folder Folder 75
OUTGOING:
July 12, Ambrose Reid to T.F. Bevans
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

August 2, Ambrose Reid to T.F. Bevans
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

December 23, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Folder Folder 76
Correspondence-1908:
Trinity Sunday, 1908, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Feast of St. Bernard, 1908, Mary Reid to George Reid
Feast of St. Gregory, 1908, Letta Reid to George Reid
Feast of St. Cyprian and Justina, 1908, Letta Reid to George Reid
Feast of St. Margaret, 1908, Letta Reid to Ambrose Reid
Feast of St. Andrew Avellino, 1908, Letta to George Reid
Feast of St. Philip Neri, 1908, Letta Reid to George Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

June 11, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

August 14, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
October 21, S.M. Loyola to George Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 3, Sr. M. Annunciata to George Reid  
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

November 24, A.P. Felisiano to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (telegram)

November 30, Bellingham Bay Abstract and Title Insurance Co. To Ambrose Reid  
December 14, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
December 15, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
December 16, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (telegram)

December 16, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
December 17, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
December 17, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (telegram)

December 23, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
December 23, A.J. Craven and Greene to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (telegram)

Folder Folder 76

OUTGOING:  
November 25, Ambrose Reid to A.P. Felisiano  
Physical Description: (telegram)

Box Box 3A,  
Folder Folder 1

Correspondence-1909:  
Eve of the Epiphany, 1909, Letta Reid to George Reid  
Feast of St. William, 1909, Mary Reid to George Reid  
Feast of St. Margaret of Cartona, 1909, Letta Reid to George Reid  
Feast of St. Peter Damian, 1909, Mary Reid to George Reid  
Feast of the Espousals, 1909, Letta Reid to George Reid  
January 17, Amy (?) to Ambrose and Lucy Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

January 28, Mary Reid to George Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 15, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (3 enc.)

March 11, Sr. M.M. Regina to Ambrose Reid  
March 11, Sr. M.M. Regina to Mary Reid  
March 12, Mary Reid to Lucy Reid  
March 15-19, George Reid to Ambrose Reid  
March 16, [Regis Fanevin] to George Reid  
March 17, H.A. Deckembrack to Ambrose Reid  
March 15-19, George Reid to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (4 pp. Of notes)

March 19, George Reid to Ambrose Reid  
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

March 21, Sue L. Beatty to Ambrose Reid
March 23, Convent of our Lady of Mercy to Ambrose Reid
March 24, Eugene Crosby to Ambrose Reid
March 26, F. Conie to Ambrose Reid
March 30, Margaret Burnett Jewel to Ambrose Reid
June 20, Sr. M. Annunciata to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

September 24, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid

OUTGOING:
January 28, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
February 22, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Folder Folder 2

Correspondence-1910:
March 19, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 enc.)

April 25, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
December 30, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (5 pp.)

Folder Folder 2

OUTGOING:
August, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
August 3, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

August 3, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
August 9, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
August 15, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid

Folder Folder 3

Correspondence- January- April, 1911:
1911, S.F. McCorul to Ambrose Reid
Easter Tuesday, 1911, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 1, T. F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
February 20, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
February 27, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

March 10, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid
March 13, F.J. Maffett to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

March 13, Thomas J. Shahaur to George Reid
March 22, Thomas J. Shahaur to George Reid
April 5, D.E. Hudson, C.S.C. to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (postcard)

April 18, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

February 6, Ambrose Reid to T.F. Bevans
February 9, Ambrose Reid to Totten and Rozema

Physical Description: (16 pp.)
Correspondence - Ambrose Reid

March 18, Ambrose Reid to Charles Vincent Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Folder Folder 4
Correspondence- May-September, 1911:
- June 5, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
- July 7, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid
- July 20, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
- August 27, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 4
OUTGOING:
- July 5, Ambrose Reid to T.F. Bevans

Folder Folder 5
Correspondence- October, 1911; incoming:
- October 4, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid
- October 6, John J. Nyland to Ambrose Reid
- October 9, George Reid to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

- October 17, W.E. Walsh to Ambrose Reid
- October 19, Gilbert F. Myer to Ambrose Reid
- October 19, John J. Hynes to Ambrose Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

- October 20, Chas. McDaniel to Ambrose Reid
- October 23, John Weilersbader, Chas. W. Belz and Philip Wuenstel to Ambrose Reid

- October 24, James F. Goodyear to Ambrose Reid
- October 30, John V. Mahoney to Ambrose Reid
- October 30, T.J. Brennen to Ambrose Reid
- October 30, Joseph Gallagher to A.S. McSwigan
- October 31, J.P. Allen to Ambrose Reid
- October 31, John B. Norton to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 6
Correspondence- October, 1911; outgoing:
- October 16, Ambrose Reid to Patrick O'Connor

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

- October 17, Ambrose Reid to Bertha McEntee
- October 17, Ambrose Reid to John J. Hynes

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

- October 21, Ambrose Reid to Jos. R. MacFarlane
- October 21, Ambrose Reid to D.J. Cullinan

Folder Folder 7
Correspondence- November-December, 1911:
- November 1, John J. McKelvey to Ambrose Reid
- November 1, Samuel Horvitz to Ambrose Reid
- November 3, Thomas Jenkins to Ambrose Reid
- November 3, A.O.M. Carbuy to Ambrose Reid
- November 3, Albert Fiedler to Ambrose Reid
- November 4, Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
- November 4, George W. Acklin to Ambrose Reid
- November 4, John B. Knepper to Ambrose Reid
- November 4, Felix A. Doherty to Ambrose Reid
- December 8, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid
- December 28, F. Keave to Ambrose Reid
- December 28, John Ireland to George Reid

Folder Folder 7
OUTGOING:
- November 24, Ambrose Reid to Jos. G. Armstrong

Folder Folder 8
Correspondence-1912:
- February 15, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
February 27, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid
March 9, Totten and Rozema to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (telegram)

March 12, Robert C. Hall to Ambrose Reid
June 17, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 enc.)

Folder Folder 8
OUTGOING:
June 25, Ambrose Reid to Real Estate Trust Co.
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 9
Correspondence-1913:
April 28, Paul Kelliham to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (telegram)

May 31, Paul Kelliham to Ambrose Reid
June 19, T.F. Bevans to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 9
OUTGOING:
December 9, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Folder Folder 10
Correspondence-1914:
March 3, M.L. Goff to Ambrose Reid
March 6, M.L. Goff to Ambrose Reid
March 16, M.L. Goff to Ambrose Reid
April 4, M.L. Goff to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (8 enc.)

July 6, M.L. Goff to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (1 enc.)

December 10, M.L. Goff to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 enc.)

Folder Folder 10
OUTGOING:
March 17, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
March 18, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid

Folder Folder 11
Correspondence- January-April, 1915:
Feast of St. J. Nepomucene, 1915, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
January 23, [Regis Fanevin] to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

January 30, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
February 4, [N.Z.S.] to Ambrose Reid
February 5, Marian R. Darrough to Lucy and Ambrose Reid
February 16, Sr. M. Cecilia to Ambrose Reid
February 16, F. Keane to Ambrose Reid
February 23, Gertrude (?) to Ambrose Reid
February 23, Mary Reid to Alfred Reid
Easter Sunday, 1915, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

March 3, Jasper (?) to Ambrose Reid
April 15, [N.Z.S.] to Ambrose Reid
April 28, L.W. Montevevve to E.J. Frauenheim, Jr.
| Folder Folder 12 | **Correspondence- May-December, 1915:**  
| | May 11, William A. Golden to Ambrose Reid  
| | June 3, George Reid to Ambrose Reid  
| | Physical Description: (3 pp.)  
| | July 14, Harry Hawks to Ambrose Reid  
| | July 30, William H. Ketcham to Ambrose Reid  
| | August 31, Mary Reid to Ambrose Reid  
| Folder Folder 12 | **OUTGOING:**  
| | July 7, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid  
| | Physical Description: (postcard)  
| | July 9, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid  
| | Physical Description: (postcard)  
| | July 11, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid  
| | Physical Description: (postcard)  
| | July 12, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid  
| | Physical Description: (postcard)  
| | September 21, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid  
| | Physical Description: (2 pp.)  
| | September 22, Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid  
| | Physical Description: (2 pp.)  
| Folder Folder 13 | **Correspondence-1916:**  
| | January 17, J.L. Vermeulen to Ambrose Reid  
| | Physical Description: (postcard)  
| | February 7, M.L. Goff to Ambrose Reid  
| | March 7, J. [Covien] to Ambrose Reid  
| | April 18, R.G. Bostwick to Ambrose Reid  
| | December 7, W.F. Dillion to Ambrose Reid  
| Folder Folder 13 | **OUTGOING:**  
| | December 16, Ambrose Reid to W.F. Dillion  
| Folder Folder 14 | **Correspondence-1917:**  
| | April 13, Joyce Kilmer to Norbert Reid  
| | April 26, George Taylor, Jr. to Ambrose Reid  
| | December 17, Norbert Reid to George Reid  
| | December 28, John B. Creeden, S.J. to Ambrose Reid  
| | Physical Description: (1 enc.)  
| Folder Folder 14 | **OUTGOING:**  
| | July 26, Ambrose Reid to George Reid  
| | Physical Description: (2 pp.)  
| Folder Folder 15 | **Correspondence-1918:**  
| | 1918, Mrs. A.V.D. Watterson to Ambrose Reid  
| | May 8, Henry S. Carr to Ambrose Reid  
| | June 1, Executive committee of the ABA to Ambrose Reid  
| | September 12, Henry S. Carr to Ambrose Reid  
| | October 1, Pittsburgh Committee on Relief to Ambrose Reid  
| Folder Folder 15 | **OUTGOING:**  
| | September 15, Ambrose Reid to John B. Creeden, S.J.  
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November 20, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Folder Folder 16
Correspondence-1919-1920:
October 28, 1919, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (postcard)

June 19, 1920, M.M. and Louis Kaufman to Ambrose Reid
July 1, 1920, Corbett and Rugh to Ambrose Reid
July 6, 1920, M.M. and Louis Kaufman to Ambrose Reid
July 7, 1920, W.F. Dillion to Ambrose Reid
August 27, 1920, M.M. and Louis Kaufman to Ambrose Reid
November 1, 1920, Mary Reid to George Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 16
OUTGOING:
June 12, 1920, Ambrose Reid to M.M. and Louis Kaufman
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 2, 1920, Ambrose Reid to Corbett and Rugh
July 16, 1920, Ambrose Reid to W.F. Dillion
Physical Description: (4 pp., 4 enc.)

Folder Folder 17
Correspondence-1921:
February 12, W.F. Dillion to Ambrose Reid
August 27, Carlton Strong to Ambrose Reid
September 15, W.F. Dillion to Ambrose Reid
November 8, George Reid to Ambrose Reid
November 12, W.F. Dillion to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 17
OUTGOING:
April 6, Ambrose Reid to W.F. Dillion
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

November 12, Ambrose Reid to W.F. Dillion
Physical Description: (telegram)

November 12, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
Physical Description: (telegram)

November 12, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Folder Folder 18
Correspondence-1922-1924:
Feast of the Assumption, B.V.M., 1922, Mary Reid to George Reid
November 18, 1922, Chas. C. McGovern to David J. Davis
November 25, 1924, Clyde L. King to Charles C. McGovern
November 26, 1924, Charles C. McGovern to Clyde L. King

Folder Folder 18
OUTGOING:
December 16, 1924, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Folder Folder 19
Correspondence-1925-1929:
February 7, 1925, T.F. Coakley to Lucy Reid
October 12, 1925, Fred V. Brown to Ambrose Reid
January 30, 1926, Franklin and Laire to Myers and Shinkle Co.
September 23, 1926, Emory A. Walling to Ambrose Reid
March 16, 1927, Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
 invented of Bernard J. Reid

Folder 20

Correspondence-1930-1932:

August 19, 1930, Dorthy [?] to George Reid
   Physical Description: (4 pp.)

October 24, 1930, George J. Campbell to Ambrose Reid
   Physical Description: (4 pp.)

Folder 21

Correspondence-1933:

February 6, W.A. Reinoehl to Ambrose Reid

April 15, Moorhead B. Halland to Ambrose Reid

April 19, Moorhead B. Halland to Ambrose Reid

November 1, William J. McGinley to Ambrose Reid

Folder 21

OUTGOING:

February 7, Ambrose Reid to Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co.
   Physical Description: (2 pp.)

March 29, Ambrose Reid to Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co.

April 17, Ambrose Reid to Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co.

Folder 22

Correspondence-1934-1936:

February 3, 1934, W.A. Reinoehl to Ambrose Reid

January 18, 1935, W.A. Reinoehl to Ambrose Reid

January 24, 1935, Holgar J. Johnson to Ambrose Reid

January 30, 1935, Emily Griser for Holgar J. Johnson to Ambrose Reid

June 18, 1935, Charles Vincent Reid to George Reid

January 28, 1936, W.A> Reinoehl to Ambrose Reid

December 16, 1936, Gwilyn Price to Ambrose Reid

Folder 22

OUTGOING:

July 2, 1935, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
   Physical Description: (3 pp.)

September 15, 1936, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

November 14, 1936, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
   Physical Description: (3 pp.)

December 2, 1936, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
December 21, 1936, Ambrose Reid to Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co.

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 23

Correspondence-1937:
January 1, Mary Reid to George Reid
February 4, Gwilyn Price to Ambrose Reid
February 9, John F. Fenlon to George Reid

OUTGOING:
January 23, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
March 23, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

April 5, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
May 7, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
May 8, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
May 11, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
May 12, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
May 17, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
May 21, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

July 14, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
July 21, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

August 20, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

September 13, Ambrose Reid to George Reid
September 20, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

October 27, Ambrose Reid to George Reid

Folder Folder 24

Correspondence-1938:
February 7, Ambrose Reid to Peoples-Pittsburgh Trust Co.
November 4, B.F. Edwards to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 25

Undated Correspondence:
Meredith Reid to Santa Claus
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Meredith Reid to Santa Claus
Meredith Reid to Santa Claus
Meredith Reid to [Lucy Reid]
Physical Description: (1 pg. First part is missing)

Mirvain [Foughrau] to Meredith Reid
Betty [?] to Meredith Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Monica [?] to Meredith Reid
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
Kate Reid to Ambrose Reid
Mary Reid to [?]
Physical Description: (1 pg. Of letter, rest is missing)

George Reid to Sr. Anne de Sales
George Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

George Reid to Ambrose Reid
George Reid to Ambrose Reid
George Reid to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (4 pp., rest is missing)

[S.M.A.] to George Reid
Physical Description: (4 pp.)

[S.M.A.] to George Reid (postcard)

Folder Folder 25
OUTGOING:
Ambrose Reid to George Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 26
Undated Correspondence:
Charles Vincent Reid to Ambrose Reid
Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid
Lucy Reid to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 26
OUTGOING:
Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
Physical Description: (night lettergram)

Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
Ambrose Reid to Lucy Reid
Ambrose Reid to [?]

Folder Folder 26
INCOMING:
J. [Conie] to Ambrose Reid
J. [Conie] to Ambrose Reid
J. [Conie] to Ambrose Reid
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Miss Hawley to Ambrose Reid
[Aunt Harrie] to Ambrose Reid
Amy [?] to [?] (1 pg., rest is missing)
S.F. Brush to Ambrose Reid (telegram)
Joseph Cawley to Ambrose Reid
W. Macrum to Ambrose Reid

Folder Folder 26
OUTGOING:
Ambrose Reid to [?]

Papers of Ambrose Reid

Box Box 3A,
Folder Folder 27
Compositions by Ambrose Reid:

"What Subject?"
Physical Description: (1 pg.)
"Nature of Benefit Societies"
Physical Description: (12 pp.)

Essay on the Irish in the early United States
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

"General Causes of Juvenile Delinquency"
Physical Description: (5 pp.)

"John R___"
Physical Description: (1 pg.)

Essay on crime among juveniles
Physical Description: (1 pg.)

Essay on religion and education
Physical Description: (33 pp., pp. 1-10, 16-25 and 27-29 are missing)

Essay on working conditions in modern industry
Physical Description: (7 pp.)

Essay on patriotism
Physical Description: (all pages except 27-28 are missing)

Folder Folder 28
Compositions by Ambrose Reid:
Essay on social and beneficial associations in Pennsylvania
Physical Description: (5 pp.)
"Brother Swayne"
Physical Description: (6 pp.)
"Influence of the Church on Law"
Physical Description: (11 pp.)
"Ireland: It's People, Saints, Bards and Sages"
Physical Description: (14 pp.)
Article announcing Ambrose Reid’s candidacy for judge
Physical Description: (2 pp.)
Definition of a State"
Physical Description: (10 pp.)

Folder Folder 29
Notes Made by Ambrose Reid:
Memo as to the persons to whom letters are to be addressed
Physical Description: (3 pp.)
Misc. Notes on immigration
Physical Description: (5 pp.)
Misc. Notes on state funds for troops
Physical Description: (1 pg.)
Misc. Notes on revolutionary generals
Physical Description: (7 pp.)

Math notes
Physical Description: (7 pp.)

Data on St. Patrick
Physical Description: (17 pp.)

Notes on DeBalzac
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Treatment for Bronchitis
Physical Description: (1 pg.)

Quotes from Saints
Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Notes on wages
Physical Description: (5 pp.)

Notes in German
Physical Description: (1 pg.)

Notes on Ireland
Physical Description: (9 pp.)

Notes on St. Vincent de Paul Society
Physical Description: (1 pg.)

Notes on social organizations
Physical Description: (5 pp.)

Notes for a deed
Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Misc. Notes
Physical Description: (5 pp.)

Folder Folder 30
Manuscripts by George Patter:
"The Atonement"
Physical Description: (12 pp.)

"Why Father Did Not Preach"
Physical Description: (5 pp.)

Folder Folder 31
Poems Saved by Ambrose Reid
11 misc. Poems
9 poems by R.E. Woods
Shadows and Sunshine. title page of a book of verses by R.E. Woods

Box Box 3B,
Folder Folder 32
Poems by Ambrose Reid:
"From a Bedroom"
"Faithful Unto Death"
"Tell Him Now"
"Lines for Mrs. Loeffler's Fortieth Anniversary"
"Lines to the Keystone State"
"The Patrician Guard"

Physical Description: (8 pp.)

"Multune in Pairs"

Untitled

Folder Folder 33

Manuscript by George Reid:
"Birth Restriction and Saints"

Physical Description: (5 pp.)

Folder Folder 34

General Mementos:
Address of F.P. Smith at the Columbus Club, May 8, 1891

Physical Description: (3 pp.)

Place card- Judge Reid
Memorial Card for L. Ch. Boiliniere
Memorial Card for T. Edmund Woods
Characture of Ambrose Reid by H. Ford from place card at W.S. Moorhead's luncheon
 Needlepoin- "Brother"
"The American's Creed" by William Page
Ticket to St. Francis Livestock Association
La Coterie Club Membership Card, Feb. 5, 1884
Design by Alfred Reid
Norbert Reid's last business card and flower from his funeral
Advertisement for Norbert Reid's business- N.S. Reid & Co.
Photo of Third Discovery Day Banquet, Chapter 3, Knights of Columbus, Dec. 14, 1911

Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize- Map Drawer)

Folder Folder 35

Mementos- Travel Souvenirs:
Physical Description: 16 Items

Folder Folder 36

Mementos- Travel Souvenirs:
Physical Description: 13 Items

Folder Folder 37

Mementos- Programs and Invitations:
Physical Description: 16 Items

Folder Folder 38

Mementos- Programs and Invitations:
Physical Description: 16 Items

Folder Folder 39

Mementos- Programs and Invitations:
Physical Description: 12 Items

Folder Folder 40

Mementos- Programs and Invitations:
Physical Description: 18 Items

Folder Folder 41

Mementos- Programs and Invitations:
Physical Description: 14 Items

Folder Folder 42

Mementos- Religious:
Physical Description: 12 Items

Folder Folder 43

Mementos- Religious- Holy Cards:
23 Holy Cards

Mementos- Calling and Business Cards:
25 Business Cards
Easter Card to Ambrose Reid from George Reid
Christmas Card to [?] from the Foundlings
Valentine's Day Card to [?] from Camilla Lon

Physical Description: 6 Items

Folder Folder 48

Mementos- Ambrose Reid's Judicial Campaign-1911:
Sample Keystone primary ballot
Campaign endorsement from the 'Liquor Men'
Campaign postcard with sample ballot
Two campaign cards in Dutch
Campaign card in Spanish
Three campaign cards in English
Brief biographies of the Keystone candidates
Campaign advertisement
Campaign photo
Campaign flier
Two samples of campaign stationery
Thank-you note for campaign contributions
Sample campaign letter
List of bar members who endorsed Ambrose Reid's campaign
Two bills from campaign stenographer
Request for advertisement in the Pittsburgh Leader
Typed copy of speech given by Mr. McNaire during the campaign

Physical Description: (2 pp.)

Folder Folder 49

Mementos- Ambrose Reid's 1921, 1931, and 1933 Judicial Campaigns:
Sample campaign ballot-1921
Sample campaign stationery-1921
Campaign card-1931
Tally of the vote in 1931
Campaign Poster-1931

Certificate acknowledging Ambrose Reid's election to Judge of Court of Common Pleas, Dec. 1931

Nomination by the governor of Pennsylvania to Judge of Allegheny County- Dec. 15, 1933

Physical Description: (PP- Reid, oversize- Map Drawer)

Inventory of Bernard J. Reid Collection
Request for spy glasses and notes regarding them
Meredith Reid's notice of classification
Alfred Reid's notice of classification
Map of the Western Front

Physical Description: (PP-Reid, oversize-Map Drawer)

Folder Folder 51
Mementos- Lucy Reid's Death:
Five obituaries
Picture Ambrose Reid saved because of its resemblance to Lucy Reid
Three cards telling of Masses offered for Lucy Reid
Prayer Remembrance for Lucy Reid's funeral

Folder Folder 52
Speeches by Ambrose Reid:
"A Glance at Pennsylvania History," 10 pp., April 14, 1890
Speech to Polytechnic on church history, 19 pp., October 11, 1894
"A Forgotten Page," 12 pp., February 3, 1894
Speech to Civil War Veterans, 9 pp., March 27, 1894

Folder Folder 53
Speeches by Ambrose Reid:
Eulogy for Andrew J. Carr, 3 pp., May 14, 1907
"The Veterans," 14 pp., March 11, 1909
Speech for Knights of Columbus Meeting, McKeeport, 5 pp., Dec. 18, 1910
"Labor Conditions," 10 pp. C. 1910
"Legal Machinery and the Delinquent," 7 pp., April 11, 1912
"Freedom of Education," 26 pp., June 27, 1912
"Freedom of Education," first draft, 30 pp., June 27, 1912

Folder Folder 54
Speeches by Ambrose Reid:
Master of Ceremonies Speech, Knights of Equity Banquet, 13 pp., March 17, 1916
Master of Ceremonies Speech, Knights of Equity Banquet, first draft, 15 pp.,
March 17, 1916
The Employers' Association of Pittsburgh, Instructions to the Grand Jury, 2 pp.,
May 10, 1916
Memorial Day Address, 6 pp., May 30, 1916
Memorial Day Address, St. Mary's Cemetery, Pittsburgh, 6 pp., May 10, 1916
Commencement Speech, 24 pp., 1917
Commencement Speech, 13 pp., 1917
World War I Speech, 23 pp., 1918
World War I Speech, 10 pp., 1918
"A Tribute to Judge Carnahan," 1 pg., October 27, 1930

Folder Folder 55
Speeches by Ambrose Reid (undated):
"Ireland's Saints, Scholars and Bards,' 19 pp.
Address to the Conference of Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Pittsburgh, 9 pp.
Address on working conditions, 7 pp.

Folder Folder 56
Speeches by Ambrose Reid (undated):
Speech on the religious duties of parents, 10 pp.

Physical Description: (Pages 1-5 are missing)

Memo for address to Nurses' Graduation Class, 4 pp.
"Legal Machinery and the Delinquent," 5 pp.
Speech for Sisters of St. Joseph Hospital Opening, 9 pp.

Folder Folder 57
Drawings by Ambrose Reid
"How to Take a Test"
"The New Dairy-Lunch Chairs"
Houses and football players
Men singing
Six drawings and note about Gribbon's conviction, 7 pp.
Mt. Baker and Twin Sisters

Magazine Articles Saved by Ambrose Reid:
Collection of 21 magazine articles

Pamphlets Saved by Ambrose Reid:
Collection of 10 pamphlets

Pamphlets Saved by Ambrose Reid:
Collection of 13 pamphlets including, "Family Life,' George J. Reid, Jan. 11, 1925, 4 pp.

Ambrose Reid's Law Briefs:
Brief of Edward Schrag vs. Johanna McKeating, No. 2141, October Term, 1921

Ambrose Reid's Legal Papers, Deeds, and Leases:
Mary C. Reid from Porter and Red Township, Clarion County, PA, Aug. 24, 1928
Mary J. Reid to Ambrose Reid, undated, 4 pp.
Catherine Reid-- Appointment of Transfer Inheritance Tax Appraisers, Jan. 23, 1921, 5 pp.
Ambrose Reid, Lucy Reid, George Reid, Mary Reid, and the Sisters of Mercy of Allegheny County, PA to R.H. Diezman, Nov. 4, 1921, 2 pp.
Reid and Hawley Rentals, 1926, 1927, and 1928, 2 pp.
Note regarding Pennsylvania Fuel Supply Co., July 5, 1928, 1 pg.
Ambrose and Lucy Reid to the Peoples Savings and Trust Co. Of Pittsburgh, Sept. 13, 1928, 3 pp.
Ambrose and Lucy Reid to the Peoples Savings and Trust Co. Of Pittsburgh, April 17, 1933
Mary C. Reid to Pennsylvania Fuel Supply Co., March 18, 1938, 1 pg.

Ambrose Reid's Insurance Papers:
Penn Mutual Policy Envelope
17 receipts from the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.
4 cancelled checks to the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.
18 receipts from Prudential Insurance Co. Of America
9 cancelled checks to Prudential Insurance Co.
8 receipts from Duquesne Council No. 264, Knights of Columbus, dues and insurance
13 cancelled checks to Duquesne Council No. 264
Certificate of Indebtedness from Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Ambrose Reid's Cash Records:
1891
Feb.-Dec. 1912
Physical Description: (11 articles)

Ambrose Reid's Bills and Receipts:
29 bills and receipts dated 1900-1916

Ambrose Reid's Bank Books:
Papers of Ambrose Reid

Inventory of Bernard J. Reid
Collection

Pittsburgh Bank for Savings, Meredith Reid, 1906
The Park Bank, Meredith Reid, 1916

Folder Folder 11
Ambrose Reid's dealings with Allen Campbell Co.:
42 bills, receipts, etc. Dated 1900-1914

Folder Folder 12
Ambrose Reid's Misc. Financial Papers:
20 papers dealing with Ambrose and Lucy Reid's bond holdings and other financial matters

Folder Folder 13
Ambrose Reid's Tax Papers:
32 papers dealing with Ambrose Reid's taxes, dated 1891-1937

Folder Folder 14
Ambrose Reid's Tax Returns:
Copies of Ambrose Reid's tax returns, 1929-1935, 13 articles

Newspaper Clippings - Ambrose Reid

Box Box 4,
Folder Folder 15
Ambrose Reid- Newspaper Clippings: 25 Clippings

Folder Folder 16
Ambrose Reid- Newspaper Clippings, 1900-1911: 60 Clippings

Folder Folder 17
Ambrose Reid- Newspaper Clippings, 1912-1919: 46 Clippings

Folder Folder 18
Ambrose Reid- Newspaper Clippings, 1920-1929: 51 Clippings

Folder Folder 19
Ambrose Reid- Newspaper Clippings, 1930- : 27 Clippings

Reid Family Books, Diaries, Scrapbooks

Additional Note
PP- Reid

Box Box 5,
Folder B.J. Reid
Diary, 1849 (Boxed)

Volume Book 1
1843 Ledger, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 2
1846-1847 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 3
Aug. 25, 1851-Oct. 1852, Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 4
1855-1856 Ledger, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 5
1857 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 6
1858 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 7
1858 Ledger, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 8
1859 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 9
1859 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 10
1876 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 11
1887 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 12
1890 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 13
1892 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 14
1894 Notes, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 15
1903 Copy of 1849 Diary, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 16
Undated Notes, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 17
Undated Notes, B.J. Reid

Volume Book 18
Undated Notes, B.J. Reid

Box Box 6 ,
1856 Diary, Kate Reid

Volume Book 1 c.

Volume Book 2
Newscippings on Clarion, PA

Volume Book 3
Newscippings on Clarion, PA

Volume Book 4
Poems and autographs, Letitia Reid

Box Box 7,

Volume Book 1
1893 Diary, Genevieve Reid

Volume Book 2
1903 Diary, George Reid

Volume Book 3
1905 Diary, George Reid

Volume Book 4
1909 Diary, George Reid

Volume Book 5
1912 Diary, George Reid

Volume Book 6
1914 Diary, George Reid

Volume Book 7
1928 Diary, George Reid

Volume Book 8
1928 Diary, George Reid

Volume Book 9
Address Book, George Reid
| Volume Book 10 | "Clarion," Picture Book |
| Volume Book 11 | "Clarion," Picture Book |
| Box Box 8, | 1873 Diary, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 1 | 1874 Diary, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 2 | 1875 Diary, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 3 | 1877 Diary, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 4 | 1898-1901 Ledger, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 5 | 1903 Travel Diary, [George] Reid |
| Volume Book 6 | 1903 Appointment Book, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 7 | 1903 appointment Book, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 8 | 1906 appointment Book, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 9 | 1910 appointment Book, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 10 | 1916 Appointment Book, Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 11 | Notebook, Ambrose Reid |

Cf. also F-Reid-12:


| Box Box 9, | The Bouquet. 1845, belonged to Letitia Reid |
| Volume Book 1 | Morse's *School Geography*. 1850, from B.J. Reid's Santa Clara portfolio |
| Volume Book 2 | *Oeuvres de J.B. Poquelin* by Moliere, found while in pursuit of the Rebel Army by B.J. Reid |
| Volume Book 3 | *Pocket-Book of Mechanics and Engineering* by Nystrom, 1867, belonged to B.J. Reid |
| Volume Book 4 | *The Traveler's Daily Companion*. 1898, belonged to B.J. Reid |
| Volume Book 5 | *The Road to Joy.* by Wilcox, 1912, belonged to Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 6 | *Pocket Prayer Book*. 1899, presented to Ambrose Reid by F. Keane |
| Box Box 10, | *Statutes of Pennsylvania Relating to Children*. 1915, belonged to Ambrose Reid |
| Volume Book 1 | Small Arms *Firing Manual*. 1913, belonged to Alfred Reid |
| Volume Book 2 | *Field Service Regulations*– United States Army. 1917, belonged to Alfred Reid |
| Volume Book 3 | *Provisional Drill and Service regulations for Field Artillery*. Vol. II, belonged to Alfred Reid |
| Volume Book 4 | *Provisional Drill and Service Regulations for Field Artillery*, Vol. IV, belonged to Alfred Reid |
| Volume Book 5 | *Manual of Field Artillery*. 1917, belonged to Alfred Reid |
| Volume Book 6 | *English Self-Taught for Italians* |
| Volume Book 7 | *Anglo-German Phrase Book* |
| Volume Book 8 | *German-English and English-German Dictionary* |
| Volume Book 9 | *Atala* by Chateaubriand, belonged to Alfred Reid |
| Volume Book 10 | Reid Photo Collection |

Scope and Content Note
1 Box of Reid family portraits, including individual members.

**Alfred Reid Collection**

| Box 4IR1-12 | *Diary of 1849.* |

Scope and Content Note

Bound vol. Approximately 5.75"x3.5," spine and boards missing, but pages intact and legible. Approx. 70 pp. Handwritten account of Reid's overland journey from St. Louis to San Francisco, May 22- Sept. 30. A factual account of landmarks, scenery & day-to-day happenings on the wagon trip. Prefaced by an 1844 2-week diary & interspersed with fragmentary pages of notes, money accounts and sentimental verse.
Box Box 1

**Diary of 1846.**

Scope and Content Note
Day-to-day happenings for the 23-year old Reid, mostly weather and small talk of the day. 3.5" x 2.25", Desilver's Pocket Diary, 3 days to a page, about 7 lines per day. Of some biographical interest.

**Bernard J. Reid's Lecture on California.**

Scope and Content Note
44 numbered pages, ruled memo sheets, self wrappers. Apparently his script for a frequently presented program in which he describes life in San Francisco in 1849 and his experiences. With many changes & some deletions.

**2 letters, Wm. M. Portra to B.J. Reid.**

Scope and Content Note
35-line handwritten letter to Reid concerning the disastrous Pittsburgh fire of April 14, 1845 and reporting destruction of property. Second letter gives a detailed account of the destruction and reports 150 contracts have been let for rebuilding.

**Pioneer (Line) Passenger List.**

Scope and Content Note
Lettersheet, 9.75"x7.75," folded into 3 vertical sections with 6-10 manuscript names in each of 19 parties (wagons? Tents?), omitting no. 12, with Capt. B.J. Reid at top of no. 14 list, plus a few later notes like "still living" or "died." Some pencilled names inked over. Over 100 names, mostly with initials.

**Single memo sheet.**

Scope and Content Note
closely written on both sides, blue paper 7.75" x 4.25". Reid's memorandum record of an exhibit of plants and flowers from northern California, including Sonoma & Vallejo. Such items as "Single bunches of grapes from the garden of Gen. Vallejo of Sonoma, weighing 10 lbs."

**Single memo sheet.**

Scope and Content Note
10"x14", folded into 8 columns, detailing supplies, incl. Rifles & drugs for St. Louis to California wagon trip of 1849. List includes a copy of Bryant's "California."

**James V. Reid memo book.**

Scope and Content Note
Meticulous ink script copying favorite passages from literature & history. About 75 pp., of no intrinsic value, other than part of the family archives.

**Manuscript oration for Columbus Day Banquet.**

Scope and Content Note
33 pp., on sheets 6.5"x5.75" from Judges' Chambers, Pittsburgh. A patriotic address, covering the whole gamut of western history and culture, including mention of Father Serra and the Jesuits in California.

Box Box 2

**17 Daily Miniature Diaries.**

Scope and Content Note
Mostly 3.75" x 2.5," a few larger. All about two-thirds blank, 1884 used partly to rewrite 1849. Fragile condition. 1861-1885.
Goldsmith’s Grammar of General Geography.
Scope and Content Note
A printed book, circa 1825.

Richard Burton, pseudonym. Historical Remarques of London.
Scope and Content Note
Woodcuts, coats of arms, very poor copy. Apparently written by Nathaniel Crouch. 1684.

7 Journals.
Scope and Content Note
Mostly small memo books with random entries or recollections. A.B. Reid’s Dictionary of legal terms, 1897, others are 20th century including expense book, address book, and a 1935 National Diary with extensive trivial entries by A.B. Reid.

Map of the Route to California.
Scope and Content Note
Engraved by Joseph E. Ware, St. Louis. Detailed identification of the route from the mouth of the Kansas River to San Francisco, California. November 31, (1849?). about 42"x14.5," some small pieces missing, some staining. Restored and framed. Hanging in Archives.